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RESEARCH PROGRAM ON ADDITIVES FOR USE IN
AMNIA FUEL FoR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

ABSTRACT

A project was conducted, for Continental Aviation and Engineering
Corporation, to dzvelop and evaluate additives to improve the performence of
the ammonia-fueled engines which the military proposes to operate in localities
where supply of conventional hydrocarbon fuel is diff.cult. Technicol work on
this project was active from March 15, 1965, to December 17, 1965, This work
;ainly comprised preliminary assessment of the performance of candidate
.mmonia-additives using a benich reactor to measure tendencies of the additives
to increase the oxidation rate of ammonia and/or cause ignition, followed by.f iinal evaluation of these and other additives using CFR single cylinder engines.
Of the many gaseous, liquid, and solid additives investigated, hydrogen and ace-
tvlene were by far the best ammonia-additives in the engines, In the CFR
park-ignition engine, hydtogen was the best. additive in terms of good engine
performance at low additive concentration with normal compression ratios, and
icetylene was the second best additive. In the CFR compression-ignition engine,
acetylene was the best additive in terms of good engine performance at normal
compression ratios, whereas hydrogen Rerformed well at compression ratios
omewhat higher than normal.
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RFSEARCH PROGRAM ON ADDITIVES FOR USE IN
Am FUE FOR INRNL CMUS ENGINES

The objective of this project was to develop and evaluate additives
to improve the performance of the ammonia-fueled spark-ignition and compression-
ignition engines which the military proposes to operate in localities where

* supply of conventional hydrocarbon fuel is difficult. Additives were developed
vie a literature survey to review current technology and secure leads, a study
of the theoretical mechanism by which additives might function, and a selectionI of promising-appearing additives to be evaluated. To evaluate candidate
additives, a small bench reactor was used for preliminary tcreening, and both
spark and .;ompression-ignition CFR singie cylinder engines were used to determine
effectiveness of specific additives on improving engine performance. This report
comprises a brief synopsic of the principal project activities, plus appendices
which document the results in greater detail.

DEVELOPMNT OF ADDITIVES

Literature Search

This search relied mainly on the Chemical Abstracts published by
the American Chemical Society. Except for numerous teferencos to the
catalytic oxidation of ammonia to nitrogen oxides, the literature contained
relatively few references to the combustion oi ammonia. The references are
listed in Appendix A, and could be grouped into three categories: gas phase
kinetics (6 references), flame properties (6 references), and general
combustion in terms of engineering and rocketry (8 references). The latter
category included some French research on combustion of ammonia in motor
vehicle engines. A resulting V. S. Patent (Frejacques) claimed acetylene
concentrations in ammonia of 37. (w) to 20%, although 10% to 1M% evidently
was the preferred concentratic.. Frejacques noted that the favorable
solubility charactertstics o< acetylene in liquid ammonia eliminated the
need for auxiliary contair es for additives and the need for other devices
such as dissociators. /,otv.r U. S. patent (Davis) covered ammonium nitrate
in liquid ammonia as a iuel for -nternal combustion engines.

i Stud Xof Additive Rechani

The main problem with ammonia combustion w. s regarded to be
relative inertness to oxidation as compared with hydrocarbons. A successful
ammonia-additive shoutld overcome this inertness by:

I) initiating the combustion chain at lower taperatures;

p 2) sustaining the combustion chain process once initiated.
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To provide information on the ammonia combustion process, and
thus on the mecbanism by which an additive might function, a bench reactor
dpparatus was d.vised which would facilitate the measurement of the ignition
temperature and lUvel of oxidation of a mixture of ammonia and oxygen, and
which bubsequently could be used in evaluating anonia-additives. Gaseous
ammonia and oxygen were flowed separately to this reactor, which was installed
in a sml furnace, and were heated until ignition occurred. Reactor
temperature vs. elapsed time were rocorded ot, a sr.rip chart and ignition i
(sudden temperature rise) was read directly. The consumption of ammonia
was measured with an infra-red spectrometer. Flow rates were kept constant
for all runs, oxygen at 100 cc/min and ammonia at 56 cc/min. The reactor U
and Jt-p operation are described in greater detail in Append x B, which
also presents a schematic drawing of the reactor and a photigraph of the
installation. [1

Preliminary work showed that no ignition could occur up to 700"C
at atmospheric pressure with any ratio of ammonia to oxygen; what did occur
was considerable oxidation. The oxidation rates expressed in terms of
ammonia consumed were determined at three levels of ammonia concentrations
and over the temperature range 500-800C. The results are illustrated by
Fig. 1. The rate of oxidation is seen to be inversely proportional to the
ammonia concentration. Moreover, at high concentrations, the oxidation
goes through a region cf negative temperature dependence.

Another experiment was made to determine the role of oxygen in

the combustion process. Experiments were performed in the presence and
absence of oxygen. It was found that the rate of ammonia consumed in the

presence of oxygen was 7 times greater than the rate in the absence of
oxygen. This indicated that o.ygen does not only react with tho hydrogen
produced by chermal initiaticn, but plays an important role in initiating
chain reactions of ammonia.

Selection of Additives

a light of the preceeding information, additives were selected
according to possible use with ammonia in spark ignition engines and in
cmpression ignition engines. For spark ignition engines, the primary
interest was in gaseous additives which could be introduced with gaseous
mmonis, although some liquid additives were considered for introduction

.ia L;le air-ammonia stream. This selection thus mainly co:nprise gases
which could be prepared on-site in any locality, svc. as hydrogen, and Gases
which could be prepared on-site in some localities, , as butane.

I
a
I
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-I For compression ignition engines, the primary interest was in
, additives that might be effective at low concentrations and that would be

soluble i:i liquid ammonia, although gaseous additives also were consideredZ for introduction via the intake air. This selection was mainly bas,-d on
providing a good representation from the classes of compounds which had
at some time been claimed as cetane improvers as well as providirtg rep:e-

- sentation between compoun, which might be classed as "catalytic oxidizers"
£and as "explosives".

A eEVALUATION OF ADDITIVES IN BENCH REACTOR

Additives ForSpark Ifnition Engines

I Eight gases and two liquids were tested. Two of the gases,
hydrogen and ozone, appeared to have a strong effezt on the oxidation ofammonia, whereas the remainder had either a slight or no effect. Both
liquids, a mixture of iso-octane and n-heptane, and a light lubricating
oil, had strong positive effects on oxidation. Overall, the scope of the

work on additives for apark ignition engines burning ammonia was quite
limited becau3e the favorable performance of hydrogen and acetylene was
well known, whereas emphasis on additives for compression ignition engines
was desired by Continental. Detailed results of the bench reactor work on
additives for spark ignition engines are given in Appendix C.

Additives For Compression Ign'tion Engines

A cotal of 45 additives were tested. All were considered to be
,oluble in liquid ammonia, and several were tested at several concentrations.
Of this total, one, styphnic acid, was found to indL .ignition at concentra-
tions down to 0.057.(w) of ammonia. Six additives at 0.57 substantially
reduced ignition temperature as did 6 additives at 1.07, 2 at 1.5%, and 4
at 5.0%. Although not inducing ignition, 11 additives at 5.07. or less
significantly increased the oxidation of ammonia. Detailed results of
this work are given in Appendix D.

EVALUATION OF ADDITIVES IN ENGINE

The CFR single-cylinder test engines and installationis are described

in Appendix E, along with an a-Lount of mechanical problems encountered which
were believed to be peculiar to operation on ammonia and additives. The per-
formance of the various additives in the engine can be summarized as follows:

Spark Ignition

., Teti gases and fourteen liquids were tested as ammonia-additives in

the spark ignition CPR engine at 900 and 1800 RPM and 8.0 to 1 compression
ratio, using 35* spark advance and best power air-fiel ratio. The results
are shown in Table I. Engine performance on ammonia only And on hydrogen

11 :)nly was checked first for reference purposes; combustion was achieved at
11t )00 RPM but not at 1800 RPM. Of the gases, hydrogen was by far the best

idditive, permitting fairly good engine operation at 900 and 1800 RPM at

jp
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concentrations of less than 1.57.(v). Acetylena was the next best additive,
requiring about 6. to give good engine operation at both speeds. Ethylene, a
ethane, atij butane permitted good performance at relatively low' concentrations
at 900 RPM, but concentration had to be increased substantially to obtain
cperaticn at 1800 RPM. The remaining gases, nitrous oxide, nitrogen dioxide,
carbon monoxide, Freon-12, and ozone, were ineffective. The liquid additives,
although several permitted good engine operation at both 900 and 1800 RPM, all
required use at unreasonably high (over 10.) concentrations.

Hydrogen also was checked as an additive at several concentrations
at varying spark advance and compression -ratio. The results for 900 RPM are e
shown in Table II, and for 1800 RPM are shown in Table III. Hydrogen was an
effective ammonia-additive in this engine at concentrations of less than 1.0%,
provided compression ratio was above 12:1 and spark advance was more than 50.
Checks on carbon monoxide and nitrous oxide were made also; fairly good engine Ii
operation could be obtained, even at 1800 RPM, provided additive cop,.entration,
compression ratio and spark advance were sufficiently high.

Compression Ignition 
, N

This work comprised an evaluation of the performance of gases added
to the intake air, and of several liquid-ammonia additives selected from the
bench reactor program. The work on the inducted gases was conducted first, to
simultaneously evaluate 'he gases as ammonia additives and pinpoint the best
engine operating conditions to use for evaluating the liquid-ammonia additives.

Of gases added to the intake air while ammonia was being injected,
hydrogen, normal butane, and acetylene all facilitated combustion at so"i f
engine operating condition. The gases generally were tested at 20:1, 25:1
and 30:1 compression ratio, and at 900 and 1800 RPM. The results are summa-
rized in Table IV. Combustion with ammonia and hydrogen was achieved at 25:1
and at 30:1 compression ratio at both 900 and 1800 RPM; performance improved
as either compression -.atio or speed was increased. Combustion with ammonia
and .-.mal butane was achieved at all compression ratios and speeds (not
tested at 30:1 CR and 1800 RPM) but butane consumption was excessive at
1800 RPM. Combustion with ammonia and acetylene was achieved at 20:1 and
25:1 CR and 900 and 1800 RPM (not tested at 30:1 CR). Performnnce improved
as either compression ratio or speed was increased.

The additives selected from the bench reactor program were engine
tested at 25:1 CR and 900 RPM, the condition where all inducted gases per-
formed most similarly. Of the "non-explosives", ammonium nitrate was tested
at concentrations of 1.0 and 5.0% of r.n additive-liquid ammonia mixture, and
ammonium perchlorate was tested at t.0%. Styphnic acid was selected as the
most effective "explosive" and ,.'n tested at 0.1%. During the testing of these
additives, the engine was closely observed for any evidence of the additive
affecting combustion, and was checked for fireability by bracketing runs on
the additives with runs using inducted acetylene. All of these liquid-ammonia
additive3 proved to be completely without discernible tendency to initiate

__1| Of ii
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f CONCLUSZ'?S

1) For a CFR single-cylinder spark ignition engine burning
ammonia, hydrogen was the beat additive in terms of good engine performance
at low additive concentration with normal compression ratio&, and acetylene
was the second best additive.

2) For a CFR single-cylinder compression ignition engine burning
ammonia, acetylene was the best additive in terms of good engine performanceat normal compression ratios, whereas hydrogen performed well at compression
ratios somewhat higher than normal.

I i
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TABT 
II

PERFORMANCE OF AMMONIA AM ADDITIVES IN SPARX IGNITION ENGINE AT 900 PM
AT VAYING SPARK~ ADVANCE AND CmiPRESSXON- RATIO

Horsepower at Best Air/Fuel Ratio (1 ) for the
~ Fol o ing ComprWion Ratios and Spark Advances

COMPRESSION RATIO~SPARK
4.5:1 6:1 8:1 10: 12.3:1 16:1 ADVANCE

Anonia
0 0 0 0 0 0 150 2.5 3.6 5.1 4.9 4.9 3500 0 0 3.7 4.4 4.0 550

Ammonia + 0.6% Hydrogen0 0 0 0 0 0 5
0 3.3 4.7 5.1 4.9 4.8 350 2.4 4.2 4.0 3.7 3.5 55

Ammonia + 1.1% Hydrogen
1.4 1.8 2.6 0 0 0 1542.1 4.2 4.6 5.0 4.8 4.7 351.4 3.7 3.9 3.5 3.3 3.2 55

Ammonia + 2.3% Hydrogen

3.4 3.4 4.1 0 0 0 15
3.0 4.2 4.5 4.9 4.6 4.3 353.4 3.9 3.6 3.3 3.0 2.9 55"

tj Ammonia + 3.4% Hdoe

133.6 3.8 3.5 3.1 2.8 2.6 55
Hydrogen

2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.0 1.9 35

6:1 7:1 8.5-.1

Amonia + 59% Nitrous Oxide
....- 5.1 35

Am onia + 41% Carbon Monoxide

4.3 4.5 4.7 35'

II (1) 7.7:i for ammonia-hydrogenS ... .. . ........ ... .. a
7.9 :1 for amonia-carbon monoside.CJD:bjb

1/4/66
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TABLE III

P3FUO)MC CE Of AW U AMD ADDITIVES IN SrAK IGNITION ZNG= AT 1800 M
AT VARYING SPAMK PDA~C M D C PISSIN RATIO

Horsepower At Best Air/Fuel Ratios
( 2)

For The Fellowein Compression Ratios
And Sa rk Advances

FUEL COMPRESSION RATIO

,." _ . 8:1 10:1 2.1:.1 16:1

Ammonia +

.7% H2  0 0 0 0 7.2 (55) 7.3 (50) [3

1.3% H2  0 0 6.7 (50) 6.9 (40) 7.4 (45) 7.6 (40)

2.6% H2  0 6.4 (60) 7.0 (35) 7.5 (35) 7.7 (30) 8.1 (30)

3.8% H2  3.4 (45) 6.7 (40) 7.5 (35) 7.8 (30) 8.1 (30) Very
erratic

2.6% - 6.4 (40) 7.0 (35) 7.5 (35) 0 0

19%/ CO 0 0 0 6.3 (35) 8.4 (35) 8.3 (35)

15% Ni 0 0 0 0 4.7 (45) 7.5 (45) [

49% N20 0 0 0 0 0 6.7 (35)

• 03 0 0 0 0 0 0 11

Note: Numbers in parenthesis are spark advances in EBTDC.

Unless otherwise indicated, the spark plug gap is .035 inches. 1'
,)7.9:1 for ammonia-hydrogen, 7.2:1 for ammonia-carbon monoxide, and

7.6:1 for amnonia-nitrous oxide.

!/66 I
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IN ClR COIH 88ION IGNITION ENIN
(Ambnia injected, ses added to intake air)

Reference
(Reater Oil) Hvdroaen n-utane

S[ 20:1 CR & 900 RPM -- 37.5 PPH,Air
# aditive/# Ammonia - - .268 .167
# Aronia/Hr - 2.8 3.8
Best: Power, *HP 4.3 No ignition 5.4 5.2

20:1 CR & 1800 RPM -- 75.7 PPH,Air
# additive/# Ammonia - - .922 .118I # Ammonia/Hr - 2.6 8.2
Best Power, HP 9.1 No ignition 9.2 10.6

25:1 CR & 900 RPM 00 37.5 PP1,Air
# additive/# Ammonia - .237 .242 .105
# Ammonia/Pr - 1.9 2.6 3.b

1 Best Power, HP 4.9 4.8 6.0 6.5

25:1 CR & 1800 RPM -- 78.0 PPH,Air
# additive/# Amonia - .067 1.50 .088
# Ammonia/Hr - 6.4 1.2 10.2
Best Power, HP 9.2 11.5 8.4 12.4

I [ 30:1 CR & 900 RPM -- 37.5 ?PH,A.r
# additive/# Ammonia .105 loc
# Ammonia/Hr - 3.8 3.8S Best Power, HP 4.8 5.5 5.8 Not testa4

30:1 CR & 1800 RPM -- 78.5 PPH,Air
# additive/# Ammonia - .032 - "
# Ammonia/Hr - 8.2 - -
Best Power, HP 9.7 11.7 Not tested

11~*Beet Power at 30* BTDC injection advance

~ 1/4/66
:1
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RECORDS

Records for this work are contained in:

1) Laboratory Journal No. J-494, "Ammonia Engine" issued to

C. J. Domke

2) Laboratory notebook No. 856, issued to R. L. Mieville

3) "Log Sheet File, Project 6114", C. J. Domke

II
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APPENDIX A

LITERATURE SARCH

Gas Phase Kinetics

1) E. R. Stephens & R. N. Pease: J.A.C.S. Zi 1188 (1950)
2) E. t. Stephens & R. N. Peaue: J.A.C.S. ii 3480 (1952)
3) J. Werwimp & A. VanTiggelen: Bull Soc Chim Beig §2 205 (1953)
4) Ordogh M. & Szaboz G.: Acts Univ. Szeged. Acts Phys Chem 3 78 (1957)
5) M. Destrian & P. Laffitte: Compte Rendu 252 4003 (1961)
6) Takeyama T. & Mujsma H.: J. Chem Phys A2 3737 (1965)

Flame Prop#rties L"
1) P. Ansloos & A. VanTiggelen: Bull Soc Chim Belg §0 433 (1951)
2) R. C. Murray & A. R. Hall: T.F.S. 47 743 (1951)
3) H. F. Coward & G. W. Jones: Bull No. 503 Bur Hines (1952)
4) L. Cohen: Fuel London 34 123 (1955)
5) E. A. Arden, J. Powling & W. A. Smith: Comb. & Flame 6 21 (1962)
6) D. G. R. Andrews & P. Gray: Comb. & Flame 8 113 (1964)

Enzineerina and Rocketry

1) U. S. Patent 2,357,184 (Acetylene--Frejacques)
2) U. S. Patent 2,393,594 (Ammonium Nitrate--Davis) r
3) 1. Cornet et al Ind Eng Chem. 45 1033 (1953)
4) D. I. Baker Jet Propulsion 25 217-26, 234 (1955)
5) B. J. Clark, M. Hersch, & R. J. Pren NASA Hemor 12-29-581 31 (1959)
6) C. H. Lieberc, R. C. Ehlers NASA Tech Note D-1048,20 (1961)
7) W. L. Bulkley & H. W. Husa Chem. Eng. Prog. 58 81 (1962)
8) Ohm J. B. and Sage B. H. Private communication
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APPENDIX B

DESCRIPTION OF BENCH REACTOR AND OPERATION

The apparatus shown in Figs. B-I and B-2 consists of a reactor,

a furnace for heating the reactor and preheating the oxygen, and an additive
solution atomizer. Ammonia and oxygen entered the apparatus separately. The
aiuonia entered at the top of the atomizer at a rate of 56 cc/min. After
mixing, the oxygen and ammonia and additive, (when used) passed into the
furnace which was programmed for a lineer temperature increase. The ammonia-
oxygen mixture flowing into the reactor was heated progressively to higher
temperatures until ignition occurred. The tempercture of the oxidation
reaction was monitcred by a thermocouple placed in the reactor. Temperatures
were measured in the reactor (TR) indicated by a "kick" on the temperature
recorder. The effluent gas was passed directly into a Perkin Elmer Model 112
Infra Red Spectrometer which measured the concentration of ammonip.

When testing additives, the additive was fed to the atomizer by a
syringe pump, generally at a rate of 0.01 cc/min. The additive solution
entered the apparatus through a 1/16" O.D. stainless steel tube with a sharp
pointed tip which was maintained at a potential of about 15 KV. The solution1. was charged as it came to the tip and atomized as it was pulled into the
high potential field. Atomization was achieved by charging the additive
solution to a high potential and exposing it to a high potential field.

Additive solutions were made up previously, at the required
concentrations. In most cases the solvent used was water. Ammonium hydroxide
solution was uced with hard to dissolve compounds. In the case of insoluble
liquids, a detergent was added and an emulsion was used.

With additives which did not induce ignition below 6000C. the pro-
grammer was stopped at 6000C and the system allowed to equilibrate. At this
temperature, the concentration of ammonia was observed. This was compared
with a similar run with no additive present, and the difference was ascribed
to the induced oxidation by the additive.

The initial work with gaseous additives was performed by introduction
of the gas at top of the reactor without the voltage turned on the atomizer.
Measurement of oxidation increase was made by a differential temperature
method. The exothermicity of reaction could be measured by the difference in
temperature readings between (TR) and (TI:).

I
,I

i
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FIGURE B-I

BENCH REACTOR

ADDirlVE
SOLUTION 1511KV

NH3  L

1 /16'' O.D. 02 PREHEAT

INSULATiON STEEL TUBE FURNACE

QUARTZ CHIP
PACKING

11 .1PROGRAMMED

FURACEIN FRA-ftED
TEMP., TF SPECTROMETER

REACTOR TEMP., TR
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APPENDIX C

BENCH REA-CTCR RESULTS ON ADDITIVES FOR
SPARK IGNITION ENGINES BURNING, AMHONIA

Concentration, Effect on Oxidation

Additive o (v) Of Amoni
Hydrogen 3- 5 Strong

Ozone I "

n-Butane 3 Weak

Butene-1 3 "

Carbon Monoxide 3

Chlorine 3

Nitrous Oxide 1-10 None

Nitrogen Dioxide 1-10

Iso-Octane-n-Heptane, 80/207. 3 Strong

Lube Oil Base, No. 5, Solvent Extracted 5

I

Ii
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APPENDIX D

TABLE D-I

ADDITIVES FOR LIUID AWONIA WHICH INDUCED IGNITION IN THE BENCH RFACTO!

I Ignition Temperature,
_Degrees Centixrade,

No Additive > 700

naditives at<0.5% (w) of ammonia:
Styphnic Acid (0,35%) 400i i (0.25%) 395" f (0.10%) 520" "(0.05%) 580

Additives at 0.5% (W) of ammonia:
Styphnic Acid 395
Trinitrometacresol 410
Nitroguanidine 430
Trinitrotoluene 455
Picric Acid 460
Ammonium Picrate 580

Additives at 1.0% (w) of anmonia:
Ammonium Perchlorate 480Sodium Azide 

500
Trinitrobenzene 515
Trinitromethane 525
Isoamyl Nitrite 570
Amyl Nitrate 645

Additives at 1.5% (w) of ammonia:
Ammonium Nitrate 540
Potassium Aride 685

Additives at 5.0% (w) of ammonia:Potassium Nitrate 450
Ammonium Perchlorate 460
Ammonium Carbonate 610
Sodium Nitrite 625

Additives at >5.0% (w) of ammonia:
Ammonium Nitrate at 7.5% 535
Ammonium Nitrate at 15.0% 420

aHydrzine at 35.0% 510

!I
It
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TABLE D-II

ADDITIVES FOR LIQUID AMMONIA
WHICH INCREASEO OXIDATION IN THE BENCH REACTOR

Additives at 1.0% (w) of ammonia
Potassium .izide
Amnonium Nitrate

Additive3 at 2.5% (w) of ammonia
Potassium P, rmanganate
Sodium Dic romate
Potassium E'.chromate
Triethylamine

Additives at 5 0% (w) of ammonia
Ammonium Persul fate
Sucrose
Hydrogen Peroxide
Hydrazine
Urea

f

11
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TABLE D-III

ADDITIVES FOR LIQUID AMNIA
WHICH ARE INEFFECTIVE IN THE BENCH REACTOR

Additives at 0.257. (W) of ammonia:
Trinitrometacresol
Nitroguanidine

Additives at 0.5% (w) of ammonia:I

Tetranitromethane

Additives at 1.07. (w) of ammonia:
Nitroethane
Nitropropane
Potassium Perchlorate
Sodium Nitrite
2-Nitro 2 Methyl Piopanol
2-Nitro 2 Methyl Propanol N.trate

Additives at 2.0% (w) of ammonia:
Ethyldiazoac: a ce

Additives at 2.57. (w) of am. :
Potassium chlorate
Ammonium Vanadate
Tert Butyl Acetate
Tert Butyl Nitroso Mercaptan
Butyl Mercaptan

• n-Butyl Ether

Acetomide
Acetoxime

Additives at 5.0% (w) of ammonia:
Ammonium Oxalate
Ammonium Acetate
Ammonium Chloride
Sodium Nitrate

Sodium Chlorate

lr
!I

I
!I
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APPENDIX E

TEST ENGINES, INSTALLATION, AND MECHANICAL PROBLEMS
UkI#ED TO OPERATION ON AHM40NTA.AND ADDITIVES

Spark Ignition Engine

A CFR Research method engine was used. The standard CFR fuel
system was omitted and the engine was fitted with a manifold that per-
mitted simultaneous independent introduction of ammonia and additive.
Air flow measurements were made using a Weriam Laminar Flow Meter. [
Ammnonia flow measurements were made using a Fischer and Porter Variable
Area Flowmeter. Average coolant and oil temperatures were about 212*F
and 135*F respectively. Mechanical experiences with this engine were:

1) Excessive leakage of ammonia was experienced through the crank-
shaft and injection pump drive seals and the distributor shaft. This
condition was corrected by fitting lip seals to the crankshaft, an "0-
ring" seal to the distributor, and sealed ball bearing sets to replacestandard ball bearing sets. il

2) Nitrogen dioxide addition resulted in extensive spark plug
fouling and substantial combustion chamber deposits. The deposits were
idcntified as ammonium nitrate. These deposits probably contributed to g
engine wear which required replacement of the cylinder and piston. Atthe time of replacement, the engine bad operated on ammonia and additivesfor a total of 110 hours.

3) The ignition system consisted of an automotive ignition coil, a
4 mfd. capacitor, UD-16 spark plug gapped at .035", and a primary voltage
of 12V. No ignition difficulty was experienced in this system.

To provide some bench-mark information on ignition requirements,
oscillograms ol voltage traces from the high tension lead wire were taken
while the engine was running with ammonia and with ammonia plus hydrogen.
The oscillograms showed numerous high voltage spikes following firing, plus
much hash on the decay curve, upper traces, Figs. E-1 and E-2. These traces
indicate that ionization took place at about 6-7 kilovolts (I cm -- 2 KV).

Compression Ignition Engine

A CFR Cetane method engine was used for this phase, Figs. E-3

and E-4. Average coolant and oUJ temperatures were 205-212*F and 130-1900F
respectively. Air flow measurements were made using a Meriam Laminar Flow
Meter. The injection pump rack was calibrated on heater oil. Ammonia flowswere then determined in terms of equivalent flow on heater oil. Mechanical

experiences with this engine were:

--

] !
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1) Piston seizure was experienced th-ree times using cast-iron pistons
during the shake-down runs. Tht piston seizures evidently were due to
lack of adequate lubrication and cooling, and to difficulty in establishing
proper piston-to-cylinder clearances at higher engine speeds, particularly
at 270C RPM. One piston developed a hairline crack from the skirt to the
wrist-pin boss. No further difficulty occurre, when an aluminum piston was

substituted for the cast-iron piston. The advantages of the aluminum piston
apparently lay in: i) greater clearances used in fitting, 2) greater
strength of the skirt, 3) better hent conductivity and 4) less risk of
damage to the cylinder-

I2) Head gasket failure was a continuing problem. Three gaskets
failed in rapid succession, Fig. E-5. The failures were thought to result
from the high pressures developed at elevated compression ratios. Several
attempts to correct this difficulty were made by substituting a homemade
copper gasket for the composition gasket which i standard with the CPR engine.
The homemade gaskets were not completely successful.

Then the engine was modified in an effort to prevent further
head gasket failures. The cylinder was counterbored a short distance down
below the valve deck, and an aluminum fire-ring was fitted to the groove.
The ring projected above the deck a distance about equal to the crush-
thickness of the standard head gasket. The fire ring was cut from a standard
gasket to enlarge the hole to accommodate the aluminum ring. Th,,s, the
aluminum ring sealed the combustion chamber and the gasket sealed the water
jacket. The aluminum rings were cut from sand-cast aluminum.

This approach was reasonnbly successful. However, the sand-cast
aluminum fire ring eventually failed and had to be replaced. The ring
showed heavy ablation (Fig. E-6) in the same relative location wtcre the
head gaskets had failed previously. A second ring of the same material
was installed. Upon failure, it was fcund that half of the ring had dis-

appeared, Fig. E-7. Several rings were then fabricated from 2024-T351.
aluminum, it beIng thought that the higher Young's modulus-might reduce
ablation occurting during periods whon 'the cylinder head might flex away
from the seal. However, upon final engine disassembly, a 2024-T351 ring
was removed which had a 1-1/2 inch segment: missing.

[" This suggests that the gasket failures are probably not completely
attributable to pressure, or to irregularities in the mating surfaces. A
possible explanation might be that extremely high flame temperatures exist,
compared to normal combustion, during the period of spontaneous ignition of
the gaseous additives tested. This theory is supported by the evidences
of pilot work conducted earlier (preceeding work under this contract) wherein
the engine was operated at elevated compression ratios (37:1) and high
jacket (350"F) and inlet air (200"F) temperatures for sustained periods.
No gaseous additives were used during this earlier work and no head gasket
damage was experienced.i i
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3) Injector nozzle sticking occurred repeatedly during periods of
acetylene addition. Microscopic examination revealed varnish-like deposits U
on the injector pintle. This apparently was due to polymerization of
acetylene during periods when pressures in the combustion chamber exceeded
the 1500 psi injector nozzle pressure setting. Increasing the injector U
pressure to 2500 psi reduced the incidence of nozzle sticking. Nozzle
sticking also resulted during operation on ammonium nitrate and ammonium
perchlorate.

4) Two cylinder heads were cracked during these tests. Each crack
occurred in the web between the valves. Detonation was often quite sever6,
particularly with hydrogen, and undoubtedly caused this damage.

5) Erosion of the piston crown area was observed, plus extensive
nibbling of the piston corner in an area adjacent to the point where the
charge enters the cylinder. This could be due only to chemical attack by
ammonia on tha aluminum and/or to preignition.

Examples of dp/dt traces for heater oil and ammonia + various
additives are shown in Figs. E-8 to E-15.

The upper trace is injector travel and the left boundary of the
oscillogram marks the beginning of injection. Hence, at 900 RPM, we see
an ignition delay of 17" for heater oil, 37* for ammonia + n-Butane, and
37* for acetylene. Oscillograms for ammonia + hydrogen, at 900 RPM, are
not available due to failure of the pressure pick-up, however, the traces -

characteristically looked like those for ammonia + n-Butane but with a
high spike on the peak.

Combustion chamber resonance is evident with heater oil and ammonia
+ hydrogen at 1800 RPM. This contrasts with the traces for ammonia + n-Butane
or acetylene whtrein there is no resonance.
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FIGURE E-1AMMONIA

i 900 RPM

r

fI

FIGURE E-2

AMMONIA + HYDROGEN
900 RPM
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CFR CETANE ENGINE
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FIGURE E.4

ICFR CETANE ENGINE
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[ FIGUR E E-8

HEATER OIL
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FIGURE E-9HEATER OIL

I"0 RPM
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FIGURE E-10

AMMONIA + HYDROGEN
1800 RPM fli
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FIGURE E-11 [
AMMONIA + HYDROGEN B

2700 RPM
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I FIGURE E-12

AMMONIA + N-BUTANE
900 RPM
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FIGURE E-13

AMMONIA + N-BUTANE
1800 RPM
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FIGURE E-14 [
AMMONIA + ACETYLENE

900 RPM 1
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FIGURE E-15 3

AMMONIA + ACETYLENE

1800 RPM
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j INTRODUCTION

1 This Research Note was prepared by the Allison Division of General

Motors to present the technical results of ammonia additive

screening tests conducted for Continental Aviation and Engineering

Corporation under Purchase Order No. RD 101033. Continental

Aviation and Engineering Corporation is investigating ammonia as

a fuel for spark and compression ignition engines under Army
h Contract No. DA-20-II3-AC-.O55-53(T. This activity is under the

technical supervision of the U.S. Army Tank Automotive Center.

The additives to be screened in the Allison flame tubes were to be

selected by Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation

based on the results of an independent investigation by the

American Oil Company, Whiting, Indiana. Prior to the receipt of

definitive additive results from the American Oil Company's In-
vestigations, Allison recommended and was authorized to conduct

screeoing tests with three oxides of nitrogen and carbon monoxide.

In addition, Continental requested that screening tests be con-

ducted on ammonia nitrate and hydrogen peroxide. The nitrogen
(

oxides were of interest due to their apparent activity as a rapid

scavenger of the amidogen radical in ammonia oxidation (i), and

I" evidence that NO reacts directly with NH and NH2 radicals without

prior decomposition (2) Carbon monoxide and ammonium nitrate were

incided based upon .-.....v1--cns from early studles by American

Oil (3). Hydrogen peroxide was of interest due to its exothermic

[L
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decomposition characteristics which would liberate both energy

and free oxygen during the initial combustion process. All of the U
materials except carbon monoxide were also potentially producible

in the field by the Energy Depot concept.

COCLUSIONS:

1. In 5% volume, none of the additives tested increased the

apparent ammonia-air flame propagation velocity to the degree L
obtainable by dissociating 28% of the incoming ammonia fue.

2. The beneficial effect of carbon monoxide and the nitrogen

oxides tested are very dependent upon the local fuel-air ratio

of the ammonia-air mixture. I

3. Nitric oxide appears to offer the most promise as a flame

propagation rate inprover over the fuel equivalence ratio

range of 0.9 to 1.2. However it did not significantly exceed I
the effects of 5% acetylene additions at any mixture ratio.

Also the formation of solid deposits resulting when the h
additive vapor in air mixed with the ammonia fuel could render

its engine application difficult.

4. Carbon monoxide provided significant improvement to the I
ammonia-air flame propagation rate at fuel lean (0.9 stoichio-

Imetric) conditions, but was ineffectual at fuel-rich conditions.

-2-I1
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5. Flame stability limits were extended markedly at fue)-rich

F(> 1.2 of stoichiomctric) conditions by nitrogen dioxide

addition, but the benefits were minor in the stoichiometric

region. Undesirable solid deposits were also experienced

with this material in the fuel-air mixing region.

6. No conclusive results could be obtained as to the effect of

L" ammonium nitrate additions due to inject! )n and mixing pro-

blems inherent to the tct burner system.

7. The burner used in this investigation is useful for screening

the effects of gaseous or readily vaporizable additives upon

the propagation rate of ammonia-air flames. However, it ir

not suitable for evaluating non-volatile additives without

development effort beyond the scope of the present project.

RECOMMENDATION

Further additive screening with the presently developed test

I ~ burner is recommended only for readily vaporizable materials.

DISCUSSION:

Test Equipment
(4)

The Powling type flat flame burner developed for the previous

ammonia fieled gas turbine burner investigation was used. The

basic configuration is shown in Figure 1. The fuel-air mixture

is admitted through the Inlet port at the base of the burner. The

normally gaseous or vaporized additives are admitted to the air

[-3-
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stream ahead of the fuel-air mixing point. Mixing of the fuel

and air-additive mixture is completed as the mixture progresses

through the glass bead filled section in the base. After passing

through a sintered stainless steel flame arrestor, the gases flow

through the honeycomb-glass bead-honeycomb section to flatten the

velocity profile of the effluent gases. The burner is enclosed

within a 2.9 in. diameter Jacket covered at the top by a screen to

minimize effects of random air currents and convective diffusion

of outside -ir into the reaction zone. The burner mixing section

and fuel and air inlet lines were wrapped with resistance heating

tape to provide controlled inlet temperatures from ambient to U

500*F. The air, fuel, and additive flows were individually con-

trolled and measured, and the temperature and pressure of the

incoming mixture was measured in the burner mixing section. A disc

type flat non-diffusion flame adjacent to the top of the 1/16"

honeycomb surface results at stable burning conditions* When stable

burning limits are approached, the flame normally lifts abruptly

from the surface and blow-out results. This condition is readily

reproducible. ''I

The previously described system was suitable for testing the u

normally gaseous or readily vaporizable additives. However, to

evaluate ammonium nitrate, modifications were necessary. Electro-

...t.. .... . .. . iv , o a by weight of aqueous

ammonium nitrate in the mixing zone below the burner flame-holdling

grid was attempted. This approach was selected based upon recent

-4-m
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(5,6)
I .- work at California Research Corporation • The amnmonium

nitrate additive supply and electrostatic atomization system is

schematically shown in Figure 2, and the final burner configuration

is presented in Figure 3. A number of variations in location of

the charged g .r-ds and the additive inector were explored with only

limited success in obtaining the desired additive solution dis-

triba.tion across th- -eaction zone.

* Due to the thermal instability of vaporized hydrogen peroxide, the

electrostatic atomization approach was planned for use in examining

this additive. In addition, passivation of the peroxide inlet

system and minor modifications to avoid trapping hydrogen peroxide

'"" at any point in the system would also be necessary. Due to the

difficulties encountered in effective electrostatic atomization of

Lthe aqueous ammonium nitrate, and the expense required for riz

LI modifications to test hyarogen peroxide, no attempt was made to

obtain data on this material when information was received that the

project was being terminated due to redirection of the total program.

Experimenla Technique

For this screening effort,, all giseous additives were checked at a

concentration of 5% by volume of fuel flow. Stable burning was

established and the fuel a, additive flews adjusted to the desired

test condition. The air-flov, rate was then increased or decreased

" " until blow-out resulted. This point is normally a sharp and

reprodu, ibie condition. An attompt was made to run only the number

-5-
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of test points necessary for comparison of the additive effects.

Determinations of the effect of CO, N20, and NO additives, and a

baseline of ammonia-air were run at ambient (77P) inlet temperatures.

The NO2 (boiling point 70F) additive supply and inlet line was

pre-heated to 1250F to adequately vaporize the material. However,

at the 77eF -Lonia fuel and air inlet temperature condition,

severe deposition of solid nitrate deposits occi:rred at the fuel-air

mixing zone.

Testing at an inlet air temperature of 300OF was found to be nec-

essary to minimize this deposit formation and to obtain reproducible

, results. An ammonia-air baseline was also obtained at the 300OF air

inlet temperature. The limited scope of the program and the

indicated additive benefits did not justify the additional deter-

minations of CO, H20, and NO effects at 300*F air inlet temperature

to provide the sgme baseline for all evaluations. I !

In the attempts to evaluate the effects of the ammonium nitrate

solution additive, the ammonia-air flame was stabilized and a

metered tlow of the additive injected with an electric potential of

12,000 to 18,000 volts between the injector and upper honeycomb

section. Potentials greater than 18,000 volts resulted in arcing

between the fuel injector and the grid. Atomization benefits of
h-%,a ela tros tatc feld were evident, but an even dispersion across

the flame holder area was not obtainable. At additive flow-rates

-6-
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greater than 5% by weight, flame Lquenching or arcing was experienced.

Elevation of the inlet air temperature to 500*F and modifications

to the injection procedure did not resolve the p.-oblem.

Test Results

Flame stability limits obtained in these tests are presented in

Figure 14 and Figure 5. The vertical ordinate in both figures is

fuel equivalence ratio or the cperating fuel-air ratio divided by

~~ the stoichlornetric fuel-air ratio. In Figure 4, the maximum stable

burning limits are plotted in terms of' burner air flow velccity at

the inlet air temperature. Figure 5 presents the same data on the
bssis of total gas flow velocity. While the velocity limit values

' 'I ,, R¢

ediffer in the two figures, the relative ratings of the additive

effects are not changed.

Due to the variations in inlet air temperature found necessary for

examination of these additives, the influence of the gaseous addi-

tives upon the maximuF staule urning limits is more easily coipared

in Figure 6. Here th percentage improvement in blow-out velocity

is shown for each additive over that for the ammonia-air flame at

the same air inlet temperature and fuel equivalence ratio. The

inluence of pre-heating the ammonia-air mixture to 3009F *t3 also

compared with 77F amonia-air limits in this figure. Also plotted

.in this figure is the improvement in flame stabilLty limits afforded

1 by the additions of 5% by volume of acetyler. (7).
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The following observations can be made from the Figure 6 summarizing

presentation. In 5% by volume additions to the fuel, none of the

additives tested in this project appear as beneficial in improving

the ammonia air flame propagation rate as partial pre-cracking (28%)

of the ammonia. Acetylene additions at 5% volume are also competitive

with the additives investigated herein. The flame propagation effects

of the additives varied significantly over a relatively narrow range

of fuel-air ratio. The "fuel type" additive (CO) exhibited a marked L

improvement in the fuel-lean ares only, while the nitrogen oxides i
effects were larger in the fuel-rich region. Of those materials

examined, nitric oxide appears most promising as to flame propagatio "I

rate improvement. 'I
'J

Quantitative data was not obtained for ammonium ritrate additions

due to the atomization and additive distribution difliculcies

previously described. Qualitatively, it appeared that the ammonium

nitrate might be improving the propagation rate of the flame. When

the ammonia flame initially separated from the flame holder, a pale

green reaction zone, characteristic of ammonium nitrate flames,

remained attached to the flame holder. The injection operating

difficulties and the transient character of this condition prevented

its detailed examination.

Burner system fouling encountered during operation with NO and NO,

is also of significance to considerations of practical application

-8
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of these materials in ammonia fueled engines. In ot.r tests, the

nitrogen oxides were admitted to the air stream prior to mixing

with the fuel. Downstream of the air-fuel mixing region is a

sintered stainless steel filter disc. Deposit formation was en-

Icountered where the fuel and additive containing air flow Joined
in sufficJqnt quantity to block the sintered filter. Chemical

analysis indicated these deposits to be ammonium nitrate. Removal

lof the sintered filter screen and the 300F inlet air temperature

used for NO2 testing alleviated the problem in our case, but this

condition could be detrimental in extended engine operations.

IWhile only comparative, the relative values reported herein on
additive effects are believed to provide a valid screening of

gaseous additives based upon previous correlations between this

test and engine performance. However, extensive modifications

to the bench burner approach appear to be necessary before meaningfu

data can be obtained on materials such as ammonium nitrate which

cannot be readily vaporized.

-9-
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AMMONIA FUELED SPARK !GNITION EN~G~iE
DISSOCIATOR DEVELOPMENT

Allison Division of Generil hotors Corr..

AMMONIA DISSOCIATION RACKGROUND DATA_

CatajlyticMateria1lavestisation

Early in 1964, Allitaot made a survey of the use of catalysts in the

) ammonia industry. As a result of this survey, the following four

catalysts were selected for investigation;

Triplv promoted iron (ICI 35-4)

Nickel on alumina

Iron one silica (G-.47)

Platinum on alumie

Preliminary tebts were run to evaluate the effectiveiness of the

various catalybts vs. no cataiyat gt ammonia flow rates of 1.3 lb./hr.

and at various temperatures. Results are shown ii. Figure 1. As indicated,

the proiwted iron was the only catalytic material showing any measurable

increase in dissociation rates. No further tests were made with the

other three catalytic materials.

ln August 1964, a subscale ammonia dissociator was designed and

fabricated to determine the perfcrmance of a dissociate- mider simulated

J engine operatinG conditions. Dissociation of the ami- -.' fuel was

achieved by passing superheated amvnia vapor through a bed of triply-

-promoted iron oxide catalyst whiich was heated by engine exhaust gases.

The effect of exhaust temperaiture on the diusociation level at various
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aramonia flow rateg was determined by operatiag the dlqsociatot at exhaust

gas tewperatures above and below the equivalent engine temperatures.

I.- Results of r.his investigation are shown in Figure 2.

L-141 Engina DissociatorSse

In the early stages of the present contract. and before actual engine

Idata was available, Allison was given the assignment to de-'gn and develop

a dissociator !or the L-141 engine. Th( following design criterlat iere

established:

Fuel enrichment - 2.5 percent Hydrogen by weight

H2 + N2 + NH3

Fuel temperature - The partially dissociated axmonia fuel to :e
cooled to a temperature compatible with
requirements of the carburetor.

Phyaical size - To 7ermit installation in the M-151, 1/4 Ton vehicle

Durzign parameters - Based on 2400 r.p.m. gtoline engine data
(See 'able I).

Dissociotion Products Cooler

The dissociation products cooler - ammonia vaporizer consisted of

J two hel.icol coils enclosed in a 3-1/2 inch stainless steel shell. The

high temperature partially dissociated ammonia from the dissociator

was cooled as it passed througE the inside of the coiled tube and the heat

rejected was used f'o vaporize the incoming liquid amonia which passed

over the outside of the tubing. Calculations based on tests of the sub-

scale disnociator indicated that the dissociation products would be cooled

to approximately 80 ° F, The heat rejacts by cooling the dissociation
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I
i TALissociator Design Parametera at Selected L-141 Engine Condition

Engine speed 2400 r.p.m.

Manifold pressure 18" hg. a.b.s,

I Ammonio flow rate 40.35 1b./hr.

Air flow rate 245 lb./b.

IExhaust gas temperature 1275 F

Ammonia inlet temperature 320 F.

Ammonia pressure I 58*5 psoi*A.

f Dssociator products temperature at cooler inlet 8200 F.

[

[
V

I.
I

i
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products from 8200? to 800F. was nufficient to vaporize about 63A of
the incoming liquid ammonia. The overall size of the diss..oiation
products cooler-ammonia vaporizer was 3j-inch diameter by :x inches
in length. Design details are shown in Figure 3, Allison d:zwing
EX-73993, Continental drawing 595713.

Preheater-Dl ssocii\tor

The dissociator unit for the L-11 engine was designed to be attached
to the engine exhaust manifolO and to utilize exhaust waste hee'. to
preheat and dissociate the ammonia. The preheater section consisted of
two helicol coils of i-inch stainloss steel tubing wound :n opposite
directions and joined by a reverse band to minimiZe thermal distortionp. catalyst bed, fabricated of 2 3/8-inch stainless steel tube, was
positioned inside the preheater coil. Fight longitudinal fins on the
catalyst and supporting the preheater coil. Five pounds of triply-ro-
moted iron oxide catalyst (IC' 35-4) were packed in, the catalyst tube* Ii
The catalyst was retained by cones of 20-mesh stagriless steel wire
cloth. The preheater coil and catalyst tube were encsfed in a 4-inch
steel shell, 19 inches long, Diametrically opposed exiaust ports were
located at opposite ends of the shell. The exhaust gas flowed axially
through the shell, acrons the preheater coils and parallel to the
catalyst tube.

The dissociator was designed to cowlete vaporization of the amIoniato
heat the ammonia vapor to dissociation temperature, and to dissociate
14.2 percent of the ammonia (providing 2.5 percent hydrogen by weight).
During the single pass through the Preheater-dissociator, the exhaust
gas was cooled from 12750 to 9750F. Design details of the preheater-
dissociator are shoun in Figure 4, Allison d1raing SK-15363, Continental
drawing 595711.

i
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Two dissociator systems were fabricated; one for bench testing at

IiAllison, and one for .ngine testing at Continental.

~Preliminary Testing of L-141 Dissociator

The L-141 dissociator syste, consisting of the EX-73993 cooler-

vaporizer and SK-15363 preheater-dissociator, was installed in the

Allison burner teat rig, Liquid ammonia was available in the test cell

at room temperature an. at 225 p.s.i.g. pressure. Hot exhatst gas was

J"!  furnished by a JP-4 (hydrocarbon) fueled combustor. instrumentation was

provided to measure presures, temperatures and flows at all criticalU'
locations.

1 Performance data obtained at temperature and flow conditions

corresponding to engine operation at speeds from 800 to 3600 r.p,m. and

at manifold pressures from 12 to 30 inches of mercury are shown in

Table II. The fuel enrishment provided by the dissociator at various

simulated engine conditions is shown in Figure 5.

The excessively high co~oler outlet temperatures shown in Tablg II
were due to liquid ammonia being thrown to the outside of the coiled

passages and a large amount of the heat transfer surface was not being

effedtively used. Th.s situation was corrected by replumbing the

products were on the shell side.

!a
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Preliminary engine testing of the dissociator system was terminated i
at an early date because of ICI 35-4 catalyst disintegrated into a fine

powder that could not be retained in the catalyst bed.

Modified L-141 Dissociator Sfstem

The tendency of the granules of I 35-4 triply promoted iron catalyst

to disintegrate under temperature and vibration conditions encountered

in engine operation rtndered it clearly unsuitable. Several attempts were

made to use this catalyst in another form, such as sintering into a

solid plug and plasma sprcying on stainless steel mesh. These

approaches were all unsatisfactory.
ft

A number of other catalysts were investigated as substitutes for

ICI 35-4. Among these were promoted iron (KMIlR), stainless stell,

Incomel and nickel. Porous nickel in the form of 'Foametel" was

finally selected due to the large active surface area and high mechanieal

strength. The relatively low activity of the nickel catalyst necessitated

a complete redesign of the prehedter-dissociator unit. A new set of

design criterian, based on acttal engine test results, were established

as follows:

Fuel enrichment 1.25 percent hydrogen by weight
at 1000 r.p.m. full throctle to
3.15 percent hydrogen by weight
at 4000 r.p.m. full throttla.

Fuel temperature The partially dissociated ammonia
fuel to be delivered to the carbtretor
at a temperature of 50 - 1000 F.
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Design parameters Based on 2400 r.p.m., full throttle
operation of the L-141 engine o
hydrogen enriched amonia fuel
(see Table IXI).

TABLE III

Revised Design Parameters for L-141 Eng ne Dissociator

3 [2 E-_gine" Seed 2400 r.p.m.

Manifold pressure 291 hg a.b.s.

Anknonia flow rate 37 lb./hr.

I- Air flow rate 220 lb./hr.

Exhaust gas temperature 12350 F.

A mnia inlet temperature 320 F.

Amonia pressure 58.5 p.s.i.a.

Dissociation products temperature at catalyst outlet 10250 F.

The preheater-disociator was redesigned with an auto=:tic bypass
arrangement so that only part of the ammonia vapor would flow over the

catalyst bed. In order to obtain a low pressure drop across the catalyst,

the Foametel nickel was machined into 16 discs, each 29/32 inch thicK and

3.275 inches in diameter. The discs were separated in the catalyst tube

by 3/32 inch spacers, and internal manifolding was providea so that amonia

flowed through the 16 dises in parllel. The catalyst bed was installed

K in a stainless steel tube 16-1/2 inches long, having 32 longitudinal fins

to increase heat trausfer. Two double helicol coils of 5/16 inche

providing four oarallel flow paths for the ammoni4i vapor. A thin

cylindrical shield was placed around the catalyst tube to direct the
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exhaust gas flow. The preheater coils and catalyst tube were encased in

a 6 inch stainless steel shell. a split 3-1/2 inch tube, extending

the length of the preheater-dissociator shell, contained a 70 inch length

of 1/2 inch tubing which served as an auxiliary evaporator.

Exhaust gas from the engine enters through the center of one end jj
of the. preheater-dissociator shell, flows along the catalyst tube, back

ecross the preheater coils, out the side of the chell into the auxiliary

vaporizer section, axia-lly through the auxiliary vaporizer and exits into

the vehicle exhaust systeoa. Design details of the modified preheater- -

dissociator are shown in Figure 6, Allison drawing EX-79016, CAE

drawing 595712.

Electrically Heated Auxiliary Dissociatcr

When the L-141 engine is operating under part throttle conditions with

amwnia --apor alone as the fuel, the exhaust temperatures are below

1000P F. Under these conditions, the nickel catalyst is relatively

ineffective. It was, therefore, decided to design and fabricate an

electrically heated auxiliary dissociator for use during starting and

low load operation.

The size and geometry of the auxiliary aissociator was determined

primarily by available heater and tubing sizes. The auxiliary dissociator

consists of a concentric tube heat exchanger with a Foametal nickel

cylindrical catalyst and an electric cartridge heating element. A 5/8

inch diameter by 6 inch long, 28 volt, 450 watt Firerod cartridge,

manufactured by Watlow Electric Manufacturing Compauy, was selected for use.
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The ,orous nickel cntalyst cylinder which surrounded ti'e heating element

was 1.5 inches in diameter by 5/.6 inch %yalJ. 1)% 7 inches lorng and weighed

a-ilro:inately I pound. This was encased in a 211*i,' inch tube by 6 inches

long.

Preheated ammonia vapor from the dissociator outlet enters the outer

annulus of the auxiliary dissociator. Approximately 2/3 of the Fntering

ammonia is bypassed directly to the auxiliary dissociator outlet through

a hole drilled in the inner tube. Tt.e remaining ammonia flows axially

through the . .er annulus, back along the heating element, then radiallyH

through the catalyst cylinder. Fromi the auw:iliary diesociator, the disso-

ciation products are routed into the cooler side of the EX-73993 vaporizor

cooler. A cross-sectional sketch of the auxiliary disseciator is shown p
in Figure 7.

Burper ti% Testin of the Redesigned L-141 Dissociator S.

i
The redesigned L-141 d.ssociator systen, consisting of the-

EX-713993 cooler-vaporizor, the rX-79016 redesigned preheater-dissociator

and the electrically heated auxiliary dissoclator, together with the 1(
necessary plumbing and instrumentation, was installed in the burner test rig. A

schematic of the test setup is shown in Figure 8. Performance data

obtained at temperature and flow conditions corresponding to engine

operation at speeds fror, 200 to 4000 r.p.m. and at manifold pressures

of 15 and 29 inches of mercury are shown in Table IV. The fuel enrich-

ment provided by the dissociator at various simulated engine conditions

with the auxiliary dissociator off is compared co the desired and j
predicted enrichment in Figure 9. I
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L
Engine testing of the redesigned 1,141 dissociator system is

{di3cussed in the main body of the report.
Design calcule ";ions for the original L-141 engine disrociator

system, the redesigned system using nickel catalyst, and the electri-

cally heated auxiliary dissociator are included as Appendices Ap B and

C.

I

t

I,

I
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Apendix III-A

rDesign galculdltogg for L-14J SWA Dni sgMjte An

Calculated air and fuel flows for L-141 en1ne

Engine displacement -- 141 in 3

Swept volume per revolution = - = .0408 ft 3/rOT
2 x 1728

Density of air: /

(as3me T 1100? = 5700 R)

'Density of ai' at -various manifold pressurest

&A /.02X,9 A ,

Air weight flow per revolution at various zanifold presures. (Aawm 100%

voluetric efficienoy)t

4'/d .6/~f)~9~6 Clb/rev

ARo76 lb/rev

• a0J//9' lb/rev

Aasuae ai,-fuel ratio 6.07ole
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".1.,-, ondit,lons. ected for Dei n Kokn

42400

Manifold Pressure 18" hg

Fucl flow 
40.35 lbs/hr

I Air flow 245 lbs/hr

I Exhaust mass flow 285.35 lbs/hr

Exaast gas teperature 
1275*F

Amm La temperature 
3OF

Ammonia pressure 5805 ps

I 1. Dinociation "iroducts temperaturO
at cooler inlet

(for 2.5% 1 droge n enrichment

and 5 lbs ICI 35-4 catalyst)

!I

II
;
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DisodationLPm d Poo_ e

Configuration: Double helix heat exchanger
Liquid NH3 on outside of coil
Dissooiation products inside coil

Asswae 18 turns j OD x .032 wall tubing each helix length of tubing

(2.76 77x 18) + (1.6 rx 18) = 248 in

Surface area .5 r x 2,V = 390 i, 2 = 2.'? ft 2

Cold side conditions: th 3 flow rate 40.35 lbs/hr
Prassure 58.5 psi&
Inlet teperature 32OF
Outlet temperature 320 F

Hot side oonditionst Gas flaw rate 40.35 lbe/hr
Pressure 58.5 psa
Inlat temperature 820OF

Cooler - hot side:

4, S0,5 '/ -
17,

" ,,9 .

.=~ ~~~S9 , ead /, //
/1 a

IJ
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Preheater-Dis8ogiator
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For exhaust gas flow over outside of tube,

--7

Flow area = cross section of outer shell (inside) - oosl section of catal'st
tube (outside) - area of preheater tube (end view)

- ' J- 7, , (j7 : * - _ ..,'."',

=.,7 . -._z:__ ... _-_,C.A__Lf L...... . ,.
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Design Calculaions for Redesigned L-141 Dissoistor
(MX-79016 vith -ickel Catalyst)

Auxiliary Evaporator Section
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Calculated Pressure Drop in Preheater Coil 2 9g h,. 4000 RM f i ne Conditions
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StresG in Catalyst Tube at 60 psis
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Dissociated Annonia Temperature Virsus Percent Dissociated
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Figure 8-3

L-141 Dissocition Products Cooler Performance
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Andix III-C j
Design Calctlations for Electrically Heated Auxilary Dissociator

Design Point: 1200 RPM

15" hg. Manifold Pressure

8100F Exhaust Temperature (Fig. C-1)

10 lb/hr NH3 Flow (Fig. C-2)

Assume desired enrichment IZ H2 by weight

5.65% Nil3 dissociated

Assune MI3 vaporized and preheated to 700°F In existing diseociator.

(Figure C-3)

Froi catalyst performance clrve (Fi itre(C-5), 16% dissociation any be obtained at

a catalyst bed temperature pf. 00O"F with a flow of 1.4 lbs/hr through .05 lb nickel

on, alumina catalyst.

Required flow thru dissociator 5.65 - 35.2%
16

or .352 x i0 lb/hr = 3.52 lb/hr

Qh required to heat 35.27. of WE from 700'F to 100()F

Qh = 3.52 lb/hr x .61 Btu/ib
0 F x 300OF = 644 Btu/hr

Qd required to dissociate 5.65% of Wf

Qj 1354 Btu/lb x 10 lb/hr x .0565 = 765 Btu/hr

Total Q 644 , 765 =  140q Btu/hr

1409 Btu/hr x .2931 watts/Btu/hr = 413 watts
-U

Assuse 24 volt source, 413 watts 17,2 asps
24 volt* -
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t 700°F Inlet temperature, csguAiT 15 psia preesure g
v .631 .63 x 1160 46.8 ft3/lb

p 15

C 3.52 lb/hr flow th,:;- dtueociater

V 3.52 lb/hr x 48.8 ft3/ib - 172 ft3,/hr i

x 2.9 ft3/min

rom catalyst performance curve (Figure 3) dissociator with nickel on

lumina catalyst will be 1.5 In. long x 1.25 in. di4meter with .05 lb.

talyst, 1.4 lb/hr Nib flow.

sizing for 3.52 lb/hr flow:

- .52 2.5 x size
1.4

ea of 1.25 In. diameter catalyst bed 1.227 in. 2

11227 In.2  x 2.5 3.06 in.2  2" diameter

quired tatalyst bed size 1.5 in. long x 2 in. diameter I

talyst weight = 2.5 x .05 lb. = .125 lbe.

rting conditions (at 590F Ambient temperature)

200 RPM cranking speed

29" hg. manifold pressure (14.2 psia)

ume M13 vapor temperature 591F (to carb.)

sity of air .:

o P * 14.2 psia x 144 in,2/ft2  M 1. 3
R7 53 tt.lb./bcR x 596- . .

asIty of M13

14.2 psia x 144 in.2/ft2  .0435 lb/ft3
RT 90.77 ft.1b/lbOR r 519°R .
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A/F Rat!o (stoch.) = 6.05.1

Assume 9 .95 
9

A/F Ratio (by weight :1 = 6.37:1
.95

A 2F Ratio (by volume) = 6.37:. x 6.37:1.7 f3,75u1

Engine P~epI3-'-en.nt • 141 in.*
1 141 idn3

Swept Volume per revolution =o 7. I3f 3  =.408 ft3/rev.

Air fow tq t 200 M 
3 m200 rev/min x .0408 ft31ret. '. x 23.75 - 6.43 ft3/i

X .386 ft3/hr

Wa  - 386 ft3/hr x .074 lb/ft3  = 28.6 lb/hr

HH!3 flow at 200 REM
200 rev/min x .0408 ?t3/rev X 1.72 ft3/mtn

= 103.2 ft 3 /hi "

i W£ 103.2 £t/hr x .0435 lb/ft3  4.48 lb/hr

Assuret 35.2% of Wf thru dissorintor

.352 x 4.48 lb/hr = 1.59 lb/hr

Assume min. N13 vapor temperature to dissociator -50F

(corresponding to vapor pressure of 10 peig)

Qh required to heat 1,59 lb/hr from -50 F to 1O00F

Qh 1.59 lb/hr x .61 Btu/lbOF x 1005OF • 975 Btu/hr

I Using the 1401 Btu/hr input, the remaining Q available for dissociation

=" 1409 - 975 m 434 Btu/hr

Estimated alssociation level of .3 out of dissociator

1' . . = 20.2%
1354 Btu/lb x 1.58 lb/hr

Estimated effective dissociation

.202 x 1.59 lb/hr _ 7.2%I{: 4.48 lb/hr
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% H2 by weight L x .072 'Z .012 3 1.2%
17

Cc.'d start condition (Assume -40OF Ambient Temperature)

200 RPM cranking speed

29" hg. manifold pressure

4.48 lb/hr NH3 Flow

Qh required to raise temperature of 4.48 lbs/hr liquid from .40F to -50F

Qh 4.48 lb/hr x 1.065 Btu/lb°F x 350F - 167 Btu/hr

Qv required to vaporize 4.48 lb/hr

Qv = lb/hr x 589.3 Btu/lb = 2640 Btu/hr

Total Q - 2640 + 167 = 2807 Btu/hr

Assume regenerative system to cool 113 out of dissoclator from 10000F to I0F

Q available from regenerator

Qr = 1.59 lb/hr x .61 Btu/lb°F x 900°F 872 Btu/hr

Net Q requirement 2807 - 872 = 1935 BtL/hr

1935 Btu/hr x .2931 watts/Btu/hr u 566 watts

566 watts. s
24 volts

Total powefl requirement during cold start (-400F) vaporizer plus dissociator 1.
413 + 533 946 ats

17.2 + 22.2 + 39.4 amps (at 24V)

Waight of 24V Battery vith capacity of 54 amps for 5 minutes 34 lbs.

(Exide #53033)

2
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Check Point: 800 RM

22' hg. Manifold Presure

675°F Exbauat Temperature

7.5 lb/hr Mi3 Flow

Flow thru Istooclator = .352 x 7.5 lb/hr = 2.64 lb/hr

Ci From iiKure C-3, NP3 is preheated to SOOF

Q available 1409 Btu/hr

Assume (for triftl) 5.65% dissociation of 7.5 lb/h:

(or 16% dissociation of 2.64 ib/hr)

S(or 1% H2 by weight)

-d  1354 Btu/lb x 7.5 lb/hr x .0565 573 Btu/hr

leaving 1409 - 573 R36 Btu/hr foir heating NHI3

L Temperature In catalyst

836 Btu/hr 102 0 F500 + 2.64 lb/hr x .61 Rtt/lb"F

f which is the co'rrect temperature for this dissociation level (Figure C-S).

If

It
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JL ABSTRACT

A stu.'/' was conduct,., tn ,let.riin,' the fe a-ibility of u-in, twoL;
knu ,un sources of high enerjy t', tiverrome sVne2 of the cliffcuIt lr.s in-

volv,,d In uting ammonia as a reciprocating-englne fuel. The two approaches

were: (a) The emplnyment of a high voltage, high-ener-,y, spark disch,,geI acros5 as large a gap as possible in the combustion chamber. "Bomb"
test% Indicated that the desirable combustion characterist!cs could be

realized and that combustion of the mix~ure was reliable under conditions

of temperature and pressure which would cause a standard ignition system

to fail completely. (o) The dissociation of inlet air (nitrogen) by a

strong local radio-freauency field, adding the recombination energy to

the cylinder-trapped gases. Differential equations of reaction rates

were solved bIf using computer subroutine PRECOR. Product lifetimes were

less than desired, buL temperature dependent.

KEY WORDS

Fue I
Er qy Depot
Int'.it Ion[.3 A"in l a
Di s',vciat ion

[3 Engines (Reciirocat inq)

[J

( V'3:
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i BACKGROUND NOT REPRODUCIBLE

A,; a tilt of th7 Enerjy D*,)ot C,,nc..pt, tcall iej for ir-the-ile,

,)r~.c~'t t if ntter,, , -c,6 i!)u.t i )n-.:n.i -t fu *. the reo . .I .t , f t, i nij

anh/ lr.)ut-. a-r-ona a' .a f,'l, h-,, v'¢ini- 'if int .r,,',t.

1he suitability of z.viutiia as a fuel f,:- the internal combustlon

engine depends on the .nwers ..- a nu.,bur of questions. Sor'e of these

i.volvv the co-t and I.,as,i)Hit. of orJucinq aoionia in the fiela;

oth-ivs r.,lite ti, the charact..i i .tics of in a,vnizi-fu.Aled ,nin , such

at, ea3't or tzrtinqJ, ij.'w,.r ,tit -ut tabi ti y i f iuperati r,, e c.; t ll[ others concern the )d'ificati.)n." that might br riu;red to onablae the
cn:ino to ue awnt.ri, as a fuel, ,nalne corrosion resultlng fr's the[3 combu!.t ion j)roduct., and so or.

Tao oeculiaritit.,. of the c.,i'u'tin ,of thi, gas, as ca,.t) eiI th

[3 wm);u .1 Ioni of nrn, I hy 'rocarb..n fuel-, ore of #art ;cilar tportsice.

The fr-.t ;'. the rul.t v''i lir.ie .,.vutvt of .-tierjy noecossary to jnitvL tho, o.,uctditt;, an,: th. second i. the relatively slow, pued of flae prop-

agat ion.

U It was theref,..rt' i. )5ed to diksociate tr i'rni.:e eliher the in-

te ga,,c or the cy i',er-tri,ppe.i gases, to aid n.l accelerate the

oxidation pricess n tlh, c,bu.-tirm chober; and thi!, prugrar was under-

talen to examine the feai~itity of using twj known hi.jh-energy sources

t.A dchieve these ends without -w.jor madlflcaLioni to present engines.

[1Methods similar to those selected had already been uied on a larger

scale, to produce hikh energy for mobile radar cruipwrnt and hiih-[ ter.praturc fu ;ing c uipYmit.

The present work was divided Into two basic tai.ks: (a) the !nves-

[3 tigatiun of an arc discharg4c of nudihighar enerly than I custotiory in

spark-ignition applicatinin., and (b) the disociat;on of mlecular nftro-

] gen by passing the intake air thrugqh an intense local radio-frer.uenrV

(RF) field.

ILI
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HIGH-ENERGY DISCHARGE STUDY UI
It hai been qhoiin in pr,'vl[u, witt. that th, ct"')u 1 ;r- f a-r i i. i

ca., I), ;,n tiatet] thi.,u-jh %,park de~vice-;. H4nit.vr, o,,.,inary -,),Irk dew/:.:s

operating on pure awn .,a and air H *fture. have I -ft ,ich to be desired,U

since' the onerty they mmke eva|lat le Is marginal for iqnituon. When'

.u, li:d at a pnint source, thle enrwrgy does not campel .att. for the! I
extraordinsr; Iw low f lame speed of aqu'nla fuel.

Th,. ,urpo 'e of thi, study vas to learn -hether or not a high-energy II
lite Xlscharje by the honqc.t possll)le path coul! alleviate these problems.

It was first assuqwd that, if many ti-ws -he 'iiniqum Ignitii U
energy were avai lable, awpnia 0;ccmoti'tion wiuld (o , a sufficiently

large bcale) result in the realizat'ov of better burning properti!;. Ii
$ec, ndly, it was assuicd that, If much of the volurw of the rhamiber were

to be affected by ioni.ation itue to the discharge rathw.r than by the point

source presented by c spark plug, the low flame !peed twuld ,'ot have to

b: critical.

The investigation was conducted by! wans of a laboratory pulse
generator which discharges its high energy by means of electrodes mounted I

in a 'bomb" chamber containi.'q controlled mixtures of ammonia and air A.

various pressures and temperatures.

2H

'3

* !i

II
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APPARIATUS

A 'botnb" chamber with Internal configuration appr)xi-mitilg' tihe

comhu;tion chamber at TDC nf the LOS-465 %nqlnc wvas des i id and built

by u.inq th . upper portion of a piston from that enjil.e and . flat plate

to simulate the cylinder head (see Fig. 5). Several variants of this

head were built, to allow for testing of different electrode configura-

tions. The mixtures were introduced Into the "bomb" from high-pressure

tanks by means of pressure-regulation devices and v.ilve arranjements,

as shown In Figure 1.

U The initial plan called for in-house design and construction of

the high-energy pulse generator. It was found, however, that the

U Tobe-i'-utschmann Company had just begun to manufacture a unit represent-

lnS the forefront of the state of the ert. Their unit is capable of

prelucinq up to 10 joules at up to 200-kV output pulse, with a duration

of 10-7 seconds. The Lnit renuires only a IO-kV, low current supply.

In physical size (exclusive of power supply, it me.asures approximately

IJ8 inches in diamrter by I inches in heiqht.

A st4.Ward coil dnd breaket ignition system was used for crio

parison. A Oelco-Remy 328 &tt1 wa time. By Increasing the primary

voltage, output energy up to about 60 millijoules was made available.

j Spark-plug gaps ranged from 0.020 to 0.060 intO ",.

Dynamic pressur measurements were taken with a Kistler natural-

Quartz piezoelectric transducer, an amplifier calibrator, and a

Tektronix oscilloscope. Pressure-time recordings were made by means

of an oscilloscope cuvers (see Fig. 4 for typical example).

I;
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TEST PROGRAM

In order to test the puiser, atmospheric discharges with varying

arc length were tried. Spectacular arcs up to 10 inches in length were fl
drawn (see Fig. 2). When of any length in excess of about 4 inches, the

arc is not confined to a single main bolt, but rather is spread to many

fine tendrils following the line of the electric field. i
Automatite spar!, plugs, suitably modified, were selected for use as

electrodes. Modification entailed the cutting away of the ground

electrode and a portion of the thread, in order to provide spacing

adv.uate for prevention of flash-over. [I
A series of "open air" ooservations was made, with the electrode

mounted In the head plates io determine the path of the arc. A strong
tendency to "short-cut" through the head plate was noted. A considerable

measure of care had to be exercised in locating the electroues, in order U
to centralize the discharge in the combustion chamber ard provide a long

discharge path without causing the ar. to short-cut either to the head

or piston crown (see Fig. 3;.

After a few firings in the pr'ss 'ized chamber, the performance of I
the system detetiorated rapidly. It was found that the ceramic insula-

tion at the spark-plug nose had been punched through by the discharge, i
teducing the arc's length and severely masking it. After some trial and

error, it vas found that certain series of Autolite plugs have signifi-

cantly thicker insulation at the nose. These performed satisfactorily

throughout the remainder of the test program.

An effort was made to use hydrocarbon fuel, in the foi-m of gasoilne, 1
for reference and calibratio{n. Since the test equipment was designed for

gaseous fuel, difficulty In controlling the air-fuel ratio and the degree

o" vaporization rendered this approach impractical. The obious re-

course was to use a gaseos fuel, thereby permitting famillarization with
the gas-handling eouipment for air-fuel ratio c€ntrol (cee Fl. 1).

Thuf, e n though hydrocarbon fuel wnuld have proide, better reference

data, hydrogen had to be used for check-out and caliratirn. (
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The optrmum air-fuel ratio3 with hydrogen was determined experimen-
tally. A determination was made of the effects on total combustion tiic of

total chamber pressure and of total discharge energy at lean air-fuel~ratilos.

A'mnonla combustion was then attempted. Again the optimun air-fuel

[ ratio was experimentally deternined. The differqnce in total combustion
time between hydrogen and ,"Ion, fuel was very clearly evidenced, not

only by the oscillograph record, but by observations through a quartz

window in the combustion chamber. Reliable ammonia combustion was
achieved with the high-energy system, for all pressures In the range fromi

200 to 600 psig.

The effec .,f discharge energy at constant total pressure was in-I vestigated next, for air-fuel ratios at or noar stoichiometric. It was

found that combustion time did not increase significently even at the
lowest energy of which the pulse generator was capable (about 5 ioules).

For the sake of convenience, these first tests were performed with
Sthe bomb and gases at room temperature, It was felt that these conditions

(and the lack of turbulence and sw'-I), although not realistic, were very
much more severe than those in an actual engine. Chamber temperature

was then elevated by insertion into an oven -- with a practical limit of
710 0R set to prevent darr.ge to eauipment. The temperature dependence of
combustion time and pressure rise was thus determined.

Up to this time, all tests had been performed with a head plate'U which provided a 3/16-inch gap 3/8-Inch below the head (see Figs. 5, 6,
anc; 7). Now a sqcond heed plate was Installed in wh.h the arc was placed

i ji deeper it. t., chamber (y' Inch) and lengthened to 3/8 inch; and the tests

were repeated.

:11
f u
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Volme E-perinental resulIts are platted In Figures 8 t'rough 15. Figures

the basis of minimized combustion time. This was found to be slightly

A ~in excess of 18-percent a-imunia by prt.!,surv. -f

The effect of total Initial pressure on the total combustion time

Is relatively small in the region tested (see~ Fig. 12). The variation

Is 'on the order of *10 milliseconds about the average of about 100 msec, I
showing no spec!fic trend.

The effect of discharge energy on total combustion time, shown In

Figure 13, Is also small In the range provided by tha pulse generator. I
The energy provided by a coil and breaker Ignition system, however, was

insufficien't to Initiate combuition at aill. This seems to indicate thatU

the pailse generator is much more prcLJuctive than necessary toobtain

reliable, rapid combustion. Perhaps the most Interesting feature of

Figure 13, howver, Is the largje difference in total combustion tome, at L
alt, energy values, between the stroll- and large-gap elctrode con! i.qura- F

tions. The combustion tie with smA l gaqp Is nearly- halved in going to B
the 'larger gap. This sumoorts the Initial, premise that, incrtiasinq theK

amount of gas affected by the discharge (by Iicreasiiig arc lengJth) wo~ulId -l -C

tend to counteract the slow flame speed Of atwionia.

K The affect of temperature on combustion Lim- is plotted inl Figure

14. Combustion time decreases significantly with temperature, for both

Inare ange sm dishe ptrs.n O indictedby s th an tre actlro ues

large ane smal dishe pthend Ofdicored byr thn thre Pctalalue

compression (ku1.35) with compression ratios-of 10 and 20 yields com-0I
pression end temperatures of about 12000 and 1466OR respectively. A

F}conservative entrapolation of the curves In F1,ure 14 yields results on -

Perhaps the most interesting cuambustiun chrceitcis 51 rt

against tempeature, with the initia'b prE'ssure and discharge length as

6I
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the parameters. The pressur, rate is ..,ry %trongly affected by the dis-

Icharge length, the longer path yielding between two and three times the
rate of the shorter path. Also, the Increase in rate with temperature

Is quite strong. These results can be Interpreted in terms of an en.gine

by relating pressure rise per millisecond to crank-angle degrees of an

engine. At 2,000 rpm, one millisecond is equivalent to 1.2 degrees of

rotation. In a diesel engine, pressure rates of 3 to 6 &tm (44 to 8 psi)

per degree -re normal. An engine with 10:1 compression ratio will have

compression end conditions of 1200R and 330 ps'g. Likewise, the 20:1

engine will have 14600R and 80 p'ig. Extrapolatinq the experimentaljdata ctin.ervatively, and dividing by 1.2 to convert to crap'- angle at
2,000 rpm, we obtain 6 and 10 3tm (88 and 147 psi) per degree crankshaft,
respectively, for the two compression rati..,s.

In suhwnary, the high-energy system produced reliable combustion

II under much less favorable conditions than one would expect In an engine
even under adverse conditions such as cold startinq, and -- in fact -

even under circumstances in which a standard .gniflon syste, failed to

produce ignition at all. Extrapolation of results of tests indicatesthat

a high-energy system can reduce total combustion time to appropriate

values. If this enerly iq relose, throuch a larqe portl, n of the mixture,

pressure rates can be raised tufficiently for enqine nperatinn, even in

a test chamber without turbulence, and at !ow temperatuires.

1 7- - -_ _ - - . . - -
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CONCLUS IONS 8
It has been demonstrated to our satisfaction that the initial

assumptions (witn regdiu to the .ffict of a ,ig,-.i., line discharge) U ;

hold -- and th.t a mfn;a-c') b t;or. chorJtc" .. ':. are ernhxiced by the

use mf a high-energy line discharge. Ii
It Is highly siynifi .ant that the high-energy system ignited the

mixture at conditions under which the coil and brecker system failed []

completely. It is also very siqnificant that increasing the arc length

reduced combustion time drastically.

To arguments against the extrapolation to engine temperatures,

from test temperatures, it may be pointed out that these extrapolations

were made very conservatively. (Furthermore, even at the temperature of U
71OR the pressure rate is on the order of 3 atm per millisecond, and the

results show a safety margin.) [J-
There are strong indications that the enurgy needed to yield the

improvement in combustion is less than that produced by the laboratory U
puise generator, and that a unit for engine use could be s.maller. In

preliminary discussions, representatives of the Tobe-Deutschmann Company f
have indicated that a unit of reduced energy capacity can be buit with

repetition rates conmensurate with engine requirements, without encounter

with any great technical difficulty. Furthernore, other manufacturers of

high-energy pulse systems are developing units which may be applicable,

and available, soon.

8;1
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RECOMMENDAT ION

In the light of the promising results of these tests, it is recom-

II mended that a pulse generator with attendant eauipment, suitable for

engine operation, be assembled and tested. Several engines should be

selecte d for the purpose and modified to incorporate electrode lozation

and spacing which will enhance, to the maximum possible extent, the

0 properties found-desirable in this study.

II

II

[
11
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RADIO-FREQUENCY DISSOCIATION STUDY

During early discussions of the problems presented by ammonia-

fueled internal combustion engines, atter.tion was centered on the U
question of ignition. The larger ignition energy and the slower flame

speed for ammonia-air as compared with hydrocarbon-air mixtures suggested

consideration of aiternatives to the conventional spark ignition. One

scheme that appeared to be attractive was that of dissociating a par,. of jj
the incoming nitrogen in a manifold by means of an electrodeless RF

discharge. The atomic nitrogen would then be distributed to the engine

cylinders along with the ammonia-air mixture. Upon recombining, the

nitrogen dissociation energy would be recovered and would be available

for ignition of the anmnonia. In this way large amounts of ignition energy

could be added to the air-fuel mixture and, most importantly, the energy

would be distributed over the entire volue.of reactants, instead of

being concentrated in a small region of space around the spark discharge.

Experience with RF dissociation of pure nitrogen Indicated that

the RPF energy source was not particularly difficult to construct, that

the atomic nitrogen has a sufficiently long lifetime, and that the

recombination can be easily stimulated by interposing a refractory surface

into the dissociated nitrcgen stream. However. it is important to note (]
that in the RF discharge-region relatively high temperatures exist; and

this has the effect of prolonging the atomic nitrogen lifetime. In

view of the differences between the RF dissociation of pure nitrogen

and the use contemplated here as an aid to the ign;tion of an ammonia-

air mixture, it was felt that theoretical calculations should be undertaken 11
before even consideration of any practical implementation of the idea.

Within the limitations imposed, a modest program was undertaken h
focusing on two basic problems:

a. The time scale of the nitrogen recombination as a function of 11
temperature and initial atomic nitrogen density

b. Slgniflant effect of the presence of oxygen on the time scale LI
of the recombination

10
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These questions have been examined by solving appropriate sets of differ-

ential equations that express the rates at which the various chemical

3 reactions proce'ed, By carrying out such calculations parametrically, in

terms of the degree of dissociation and temperature, considerable insight

can be obtained inco the processes taking place. In Section A the

kinetics of the dissociated-nitrogen air system are discussed. This

includes all of the possibly important reactions and their rate c.oeffi-

0 cli ts. In Section B a number of numerical results are presented for

a series of increasingly sophisticated models used to describe the ti.,e

behavior of the dissociated-nitrogen air system. Conclusions and recom-

mendations are contained in Section C. Finally, it, the Appendix of this

report, some of the numerical technioues employed are briefly summarized.

E

I.D

Iil

p
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KINETICS OF THE DISSOCIATED-NITROGEN AIR SYSTEM

It is assumed that, by means of an RF discharge operating in air,

2N is dissociated to atomic nitrogen.

N -4 N + N (1)

Furthermore, it is assumed that the corresponding oxygen dissociation [I
does not proceed significantly until all of the molecular nitrogen Is

dissociated. In addition, we neglect the following: U

a. Mass diffusion from the manifold-reactor region

b. Wall effects

c. Heat addition due to chemical reactions

Thus, we have as the initial state of the manifold a mixture of N , 0_

and '4 . The pressure is likely to be atmospheric and the temperature

a 30O&K (540R) depending on the degree of heating resulting from the R,
d is.cha rge.

Primary Rear.c:ons

The lifetime of the atomic nitrogen is of major interest. We can

approach this problem most simply if we restrict ourselves to considera-

tion of the reactions that can be supported by the initial mixture only.

One class of such reactions i-- .!trogen recombination whi0 usually 1)
proceeds via the three-body process ii

N 4 N + M - NP + M (2)

where M can be N , N2 , or O. . A very complete review of the'" 8

reaction-rate literature relating to this process can be found in Cary.

Reaction rates when the third body is N or N., are we;i known; the reac- I
tion rate when the third body is O has not been specifically Investi-

gated, but one can assume that It is similar to the rate when the third

body Is NU . The rate of the radiative recombination process

123
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N NN-N., + hv 13)

is negligile.
4

Atomic nitrogen can be lost not only by nitrogen recombination but

also by oxidation. This proceeds either to NO with atoinic oxygen as a

produ,.t,

N+ Oz -NO+O0

or radiativ,ly to NO,

N + --- NO2 + hv)

The rate for (4) has been Investigated by a number of workers and c be

considered to be reasonably well known. 24 , 25,28,32 The rate for *e

radiative process (5) has been estimated by Bortner.4

Secondary Reactions

Note that (4) and (5) form 0, NO , and NO,,. If the degrae of
nitrogen dissociation ii small and/or the net effect of (2)-(5) does not

result in a significant ioss of N then the formation of ) , NO , and

NO, can be ignored. However, if z.jnificant amounts of C , NO , and

NO, are formed, then their reactions must be considered also. This

involves a large number of reactions, potentially, although one expects

[, to find only a few that are actually dominant. The -,econdary reactions

can be divided into these classes:

[a. Reactions of 0. or Na (which are expected to be present

In substantial amounts) with 0 . NO , or N02

b. Reactions requiring N (which may not be present in a sub-

stantial amount) and 0 NO , or NO2

c. Reactions reouiring 0 , NO , and NO, only

d. Reactions requiring O and N ,O , which are formed a5

products of reactions in classes a and b

13

#Ii -
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These are now considered in detail.

a. Reactions of 0. or N. with 0 ,NO ,or NO2

The three-body reaction

NO + NO + O0 - N02 + NO:, (6)

hasibeen Investigated by Harteck and Dondes!8  Ozone formation proceeds

either Oy the three-body process 1
0 +0 + -0 M (7)i~~ O+ O02 - 03 + M(7

or r.Siatively,

C + 0- - 03+ hv (8) 1)
The former has been studied by Axworthy and Benson,1 Zaslowsky at a, 39

and C eil and Nudelman.7 The reaction rate for the radiative process

has be"n estimated by Bortner.4  Finally, there are the oxidation processes.

0+ N,.-N O + N (9)

0 + N2 - N2 0 + by (10)

0.N2  M %N.N0 +M (11)0O+ N %N-NO I i)!

The two-body rearrangement reaction (9) has been extensively studied by I
24263

Kaufman and Kelso, Kistiakowsky and Volpi, 26 Wray and Teare,3 7 Clyne and

ThMvsh,! Phillips and Schiff.33 The two-body radiative rate for (10) hos

been esti-ated by Bortner. ! 4The three-body process (11) has been studied

by Hartec and Dondes. 16

b. Reactions of N with 0 , .,d|rN0. O

Tha teaction of M and 0 to NO ton take place either by a three-

body process,

14 I
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N+0+M NO+M (12)

U or radiatively,

N + 0 NO + hv (13)

The rate of (12) has been studied by Harteck, Reeves, and Mannella, 17

Barth,2 and Kaplan and Barth 21 while the rate of (13) has been estimated
by Bortner.

The reaction of N and NO can take place either by the rearrange-

ment process

N + NO-Ni + 0 (14)

studied by Kistlakowsky and Volpi 2
6 Nicolet and Aikin,32 Kaufman and Kelso,2

4

Herron, Clyne and Thrush, and Phillips and Schiff33 - or radiatively,

N + NO -. 2 0 + hv (15)

for which the rate has been estimpted by Bortner. 4

The reaction of N and NO2 can proceed to a variety of products:

N + NO, -.NO + NO (16)

1 0 N +eO- N20 + 0 (17)

N +%G -N 2 + 0+0 (18)

N + NO, N e + 02 (19)

i Reactions (16)-(18) have been studied by Harteck and Dondes4'.18 while

the rate of (19) has been estimated by Bortner.
4

c. Reactio,,s reauiring 0 , NO , NO., only

Oxygen recombination can take place either by a three-body process,

0 + 0 + M .0 + M (20)

I
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or radiatively,

0 + 0" OI + hv (21)

The three-body process has been studied by Golden and Myerson, Kaufman

and Kelso,4 7 Reeves, Mannella, and Harteck,
3 4 Morgan, Ellas, and Schiff,

29

and Kaplan and Barth.2 1 The radiative process has been considered by

Hicolet 0 and Nicolet and Mange.3t

0 and NO react In these three different ways: I
0 + NO + M- N2 + M (22)

0 + NO - NO , + h, (23)

0 + NO-0 0 + N (24)

The three-body rea;tion (22) has been studied by Kaufman and Kelso,

Kaufman,23 and Ford, Doyle and £ndow. 12 The radiative path to NO, , (23),

has been treated by Clyne and Thrush, while the rearrangement reaction

(24) has been exam~ned by Kaufman and Kelso, Wray and Teare,37 and

Kist'akowsky and Volpi.
2 5

Finally, 0 and NO., can react by

No, + 0 - NO + 0.,( ;

Reaction rates have been reported by Ford, Doyle, and Endow,12 Harteck and

ondes, 18 Kaufman and Kelso, 
2 4 and Phillips and Schiff.

3 3

d. Reactions requiring 0. and N 0 i

khe two reactions of interest that consume O3  are v
0 + O-"O. + 0.. (26)

... -- aA I2- -~ (27

The first of these, (26), has been studied by Benson ;nd Axworthy,
3

Zarlowsky et a),39 Phillips and Schiff,3 3 and Campbell and Nudelman.
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The second reaction, (27), has been examined by Johnston and Crosby,
20

and by Greaves and Garvin.
15

Finally, NZO can reac, with 0 in the following two iossible ways:

0 + N;O-- 0. + N (28)

0 + N 2 0 - NO + NO (29)

The first of these, (28), has been studied by Bradley and Kistiakowsky,5

Fenimore, and Kaufman, Gerri, and Bowman. 22 The second reaction, (29),
-has been conside-ed by Wray and Teare37 and by Kaufman, Gerrl, and Bowman.22

Other Reactions

There are a number of other possible reactions that are not believed

to be important at norial temperatures and pressures. While it is con-

ceivable that they may occur during the high-temperature and high-pressure

conditions attendant upon the ammonia combustion, the low concentrations

of the reactants probao~y still Justifies their neglect. These reactions

are

NO + -N + 0 + M (30)

HO , + i 0 + NO + M (31)

O M -.O+ 0. + M (32)

NPO+M-0+N +M (33)

Wray and Teare37 and Freedman and Calber13 have considered (30) while

Bradley and Kistiakowsky
5 and Ferimore1 1 have considered (31). Bortner4

has commented on (32) .3nd (331%.

Finally, while collisional dissociation of N2  and 0a

Na + M-N + N + M (34)

Oa + M- 0 +0 +M (35)

i obviously does not proceed rapidly at normal temperature and pressure,

thete reactions may play a role during combustion. The work of Cary

17
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in connection wit: (34) has already been mentioned. Studies of the

collisional dissoci3tion of 0. have been mnaie by Rink, Knight, an d Duff,35

Byron,6 Matthews, 27 Schexnayder and Evans,
36 and Wray.38

Reaction Rates

Before uantitative calculations can be made of the nitrogen recom- II
bination times resulting from the preceding reactions, one must have

numerical values for the reaction rates. These have been obtained from

several secondary sources such as published review papers and unpublished

industrial reports. These in turn reference the primary pubflcation of

the data. The reaction rates are presented below In tabular form, along

with references to both the primary .nd the secondary source of the

informat!on. In some cases the information is available as a function

of temperature, while in others a sigle value for a specific temperaturc

is given. In some cases rather considerable differences in the reaction ii
rates may be observed. These differences serve to emphasize the uncertainty

attached to this type of informatinn, sometimes of the order of several 1)
orders of magnitude. The physical origin of these differences lies in

the difficulty of ascertaining ;r, a given experiment the degree of

electronic excitation of the reactants znd their velocity distribution....

Thus different experimental measuti-merts of what is presumed to be the

same physical quantity sometimes yield rather dissimilar results. in (.
such a case, however, it is often possible - by judicious choice' of values

for a calculation - to set upper or lower limiEs for a particular reaction

rate and thereby establish its importance cr unimportance.

Reaction-rate tables follow. 11

Jii
18 iii
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TABLE I

REACTION RATES FOR THJE DISSOCIATED-NITRorN AIR SYSTEM

(Pr imanry Re'act ;oil-)

tQ11AI Ion Pr Imm y socnds4#V
RAert Ion Ngebp U7t lrmp. Itr Ir i r.e'r It i oer

,~, 0 1WKf '6dI 7-

2NIO'"3 3W_ K 45 5.3

WNN~x 3 ---

Lu0,34. 11/2O. V3.:::o'I 24.28*'%v 54

[0 40-40. hv 5 10-20"2 ~ -a

I'-

......
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TABLE 2 '
REACTION RATES FOR THE DISSOCIATED-NITROGEN AIR SYSTEMil

(Se'condary React ioni Typf, a)

Enua.it In" Pi 1nkiry SecondAry
Reaction NWimipr RaeTemp. Reference geference

NO+No.o 0. 40N 6 10'~ .M /%qc 306' K 18 143

(sI4o*R)

6.8xIa'3 P300T 3 2

3xI0~~ - 3,29.7 54 ll-

O*.,44N* 10-IO'C.5 P3130Ofl 24.76,37.9,33 54
cmn /%PC

J04N., NPOd,0 10 10'2017 cmln/src 54

04 4 ,04" 1I 2XIO-33 eIOO/RT6165

'tj

20
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TABLE 2 (Co)nt'd)

REACTION RATES FOR THE DISSOCIATED-NITROGEN AIR SYSTEM

(Secondary React ions - Type b)

Equat Ion Pr Imary Secndary
React Ion Number R.Ate Temp. Refer.nc e Reference

N+O H'NO'M 12 SXlO "3l tO 5 T-112 Cm6/seC -1.2

j.5,lO032 3OO'K 21 2
(54d'R)

N+O..NO.h%' 13 10.232 cm3/Sec - -

tiO N4NO,,0 14 2.2x10-11t 0 5 cmr/%3ec - 2., 19.9.33 4

8.3xIO"  3n' K 26 2

I.5XlO 11 TI ' - 26.32 It3

N11,O+ 70;Ij IS 10 2012 cm)/%ec _ - 5.

N+NO, NO.NO 16 5xl I01 ' cm /iec 3oo0K 18 43
(540 9)

NNO, NO+0 7 3x. 410 * 5 cm3/ec 300')K 18 3

1410 3 
(54o")

NA0NO "N,*O0*O 18 2xO I0 ' r " /S ec 30OO"K 18 43

N*%.O , 19 2xI0" 14f I cm 3/,ec - - 5.

21
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TABLE 2 (Contd)

] REACTION RATES-FOR THE DISSOCIATED-NITROGEN AIR SYSTEM

(Secondary Rea~ctins% Type c.1K

rql.at 1cm Frmiry Secondary
rcact Ion Ntumber R. .Trmp. Ne.rrencP. Iaerrtnce

04)". 9 (m-o. 20 61 cm /1c 4.47,34.79 4.1

(",o) 200-3 0 5 T-1 / 4

(N~o,0,) 1 320 .5  112-a.I

1.6x10'32  30'~it 29.21

)XO300 K 14 43

21 to22 irtIr Am 31.30.48 .3 i
-32 6 1

DON 410.H #04 ., 22 5.500' cm /%c 300"KR 23 43

-3 24 4 L
591

-20#70*40 440,*h,, 23 10' e /%Cc to 4

- - 0 O.O41# 241. lo1 3b0 .S Tu/ 38600/RT - 24.37.25 4

.112

WO,40 440*0, 25 ,~2Cm3ISrC 30 18 43 I
1.0t 300rK I

65146'11)

-1 1

F 2?
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

U REACTION RATES FOR THE DISSOCIATED-NITROGEN AIR SYSTEM
(Secondary React ions - Type d)

'1 quatt Ion Promry Secondary
React ion kivnher Rate Temp. Reference Reference

I-0#0, -0,40., 26 5.OiIO'' e to"i -P 2

7A -01240.5 e-I(inoT 3.39.33.7 4

N04 -40 SX0,13 12 .250O/RT 198-230PK153

#10.0-,411, 28 SXO-111 -2?0i/t 5,22.11 1.
cm3/e

0*X,0,Q.WO 29 1.7XI10# lo, 2800/RT -37.22 4.
cm P/sec

23
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TABLE 3

UNIMPORTANT REACTIONS FOR THE DISSOCIATED-NITROGEN AIR SYSTEM ll
Equation Primary Secondary

Reaction Number Reference Reference II
NO+M-.N+O+M 30 37,13 4

NO:.+M-O+NO+M 31 5,11 4

0 +-.0+0 +M 32 - 4

N; O+'+N;I+m 33 -- "i

N2+-+N+M 34 40,41,42,8 4

O +l-O+O+M 35 35,6,27,36,38 4

24
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CALCULATION OF NITROGEN RECOMBINATION TIMES

We hav- considered four models for the chemical reactions occurrinq

12after a given amount of nitrogen is dissociated. The first two models

lend themselves to analytic solutions; the last two were solved numerically.

Model I

In Model I we consider the recombination of N to N by a three-
body reaction where the third body M may be 0., , N., , or N . Furthermore,

jj we assume that the concentration of the third body is constant.

The chemical equation is

N+N+M- N + M (36)

Ii and the dssociated rdte equation is

k n [M] t [N (37)
dt N

II where n[XI Is the concentration of X , (X =N, N.. or 0.) and k is

-the rate constant for this reaction.

If we dissociate i percent of the N, , then the initial amount

o" N is given by 2f/I0 times the ini,:Ial concentration of N:.. The

initial concentration of N.. can be computed by noting that at STP there

are 6.02 x 1023 molecules of air per 22.4 liters. Hence the concentration

of air is given by

6.02 x "23 = 2.69 x 1019 molecu!es of air per cm3

22.4 x 103

If we assume air consists of 20-percent O- and 80-perc-nt N., the initialp concentration of N, norN , is given by

n [N] - 4.3f x 1017 cm 3

Here we have assumed standard temperature, T - 300' . . If we assume
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the concentrotion is Inversely proportional to the temperature, then

no [NJ is given by

no[N] - 4.3 f x 1017 (300/T)

If we assume n[M] is e con',tant, then j

n[] (2.69 x 10ot 9) RN2) l
The rate constant k is given by4

k = 5.0 x 10"3 0rT cm /sec

Solving equation (37) we have

n [N)
n[N] - n- [ i (38)

I + n 0 N] n[H] k t

Inserting numerical values,

n[NJ - 2- 12 02

+ (5.2 x 1012) tJ

Therefore, for large values of t;me (t > > _ x 1012) we have

n[Ni = T"' (2.48 x 107)/t

Hence the amount N , ir this approximation, is essentially independent

of the initial amount of N , decreases as 1/t , and is proportional to

the square of the temperature (the temperature once set, Is assumed H
constant).

Model 2

In Model I we assumed that the concentration of the third body J
remained fixed; in fact this is not the case, for each time you form an

2Eii
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orders of magnitude. By this ti-v- the asy-nptotic behavior has beon achieved,

-;so that n [NI I/t ; hence the atom~ic nitrogen concentration decreases by
another order of miagnitude'by I msec. To put the time scale into proper

perspective, one can assume an average -linear flow velocity from the f
manifold Into the cylinder of about 100 rn/sec. If the distance from the U H

atomic nitrogen source-to the cylinder is 5 cm, then the transit time is

about 0.5 msec and so a sufficient amount of atomic nitrogen must sur- i -
vive to times of this order of magaitude ;f It is to aus it In the aiwnonia L_

comnbustion.

The second major point is that high temperatures lead to higher con-

centrations at late times. This is due to the l/T dependence of the

recombinat ion constant. At higher temperatures k decreases and so

the tecombination- proceeds more slowly. The manifold temperature will be
of the order of room tei-perature (306'K) while the cylinder temperature

at peak compression may be of 700-8000K. It was with these temperatures

in mind that 30d'K and a conservative 600rK was assume-d. However, the -

major significance of the 600'fK calculation-, is to demonstrate the direc-

tion of the temperature dependence~ of the reaction rates, since It is the

lower temperature manifold conditions that are expected to control the

atomic ritroqen recomubination. ~j

The third point is that aside' fro'-i sce minor differences for times

less than 0.1 msec, Models I and 2 qive identical results at both 3000

and 6000K. This simnilarity ;s what one expects when the degree of

dissociation is small, If n 0 N) is not larcie, the third-body concen-U

tration Is almost constant. Regardless of the Initial dissociation, there

will always be some late time when OINJ has decreased sufficiently to

a point where the third-body concentration Is no longer changing signifi-1)

cant ly.

Model 3

Up to now we have neglected any reactions involving 0, with N

The two most significant ar~e

N + 0. -NO + 0 kc, - (3-3 x 10-12) e-3oO'/ cm3/sec (41)

N + 0, - NO, + hv k.. - 1- 2 C3/c (42)

28 1
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Combining these reactiont, with (36) we are led to the following set of

differential equations:.

dn 111 . _-kn + kn nNJ + k14 n? (fN) (43)
dt n -

-(ki + kj) n[N) n(0.j

dn[10),[I- dt -(ki + k nIN) n roJ (44)

dt

L where

M, - "to.)+ +k: 2-(n OIN2] - nIh]) + n 0N -K IN.

[I Equations (43) to (45) form a set of nonlinear coupled differential
equations. With the aid of a subroutine PRECOR that uses a predictor-

U corrector technique to solve differential equations (discussed In the
appendix), numerical solutions for this mrodal were obtained.

U Figures 18 through 20 show solutions plotted on a logarithmiic scale
for T - 300PK and 60dPK with Initial nitrogen iissociat ion of 1. 5, and
10 percent. Note that there is an appreciable change in the behavior of

the solutions for different values of temperature. Tilis is explained

by the Increase In the rate constant for reaction (41) as the temiperature

increases. At T 3000K , kc1 a 1.07 x 10-l while at T - 601t K

k, - 1.88 x 10'1

If one assumes that n[02 1 is roughly constant and that the only

reaction of any consequence is (41), then
AkJQ~

nIN] n,,tw IN
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Taking the logarithm of both sides we have

log 01 k1n[0,J t
0

Threor, f n ac euton (41) does dominate the reaction, the plot q

Of WIN) vs. t on semi-log paper should be a straight lIn* with slope-(klnlq.I) .Figure 21 is such a plot for I-percent dissociation. its
4 4slope is -4.8 x.10 while -k~ nf0.] Iapproxiimately -4.78 x 10 . Hence

we conclude that at higher temperatures the oxidation riaction (41) domnin-
ates. At the lower temperature the three-body nitrogen rccoulbir.ation
reaction continues to dominate, as is indicated by the nearly stra1~jht

line on the logarithmic plot that is Identical to the Model 2 result In
Figure 17 for t 2! 0.1I ms!c. Reaction (42) has a rate constant thet is too
small to be of any significence. The essentially new fact revealed by

'I tion for t -1 0.1 nisec at higher temperatures due to the oxidation reaction I
(41).1]

odel 3 took Into account the major reactions conerning N ,06
and . ; n Mdel wetake into account reactions of these gase's with
themolculs frme bythe recin fModel3.Tecmiaeqton
arethethee ro Moel3 plus six reactions Involving NO ,0 MiN..

N~f44*W a 5n.0x 10 /fT

ko - 3.0Ox 10-3 0/T

-12 -3100/? B14.0-NO4+0 k 1 33 10 e

N+01 44O.,+h\ 26; 400020

N. +O.4.0MIt.7n I-3-6O

N.I+"dOiN k%=1"0e.70/
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g, 0.4.0*O. + +c, k 3.162 x103

Q0+0-0. +hv kc, W 20

II0. +NO+NO-tdO.N 8  -37

The associated rate @e&t ;n, Oro

A"-n-NI A -A2 -A +A
-t 0

dt

dnltI8

11 dt A7 A.eA.

A dn-f ill2 .A -A -A -A

n AA +k n[

dn. (nOj (O
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4A- knfN I-n[OJ

Ar. *Kn(N.j nfOJ

As- kn[G.,J nMONM

A, -kon[0j ni~ (0)

A8  -kn(O.J (n(N0J)w II
and M summiation of the concentrations of all the constituents. g

This set of differential equations was solved numerically using

PRECOR. Figure 22 compares Model 3 and Model 4 at T -300P and 60OfK and
10-percent dissociation. Here one sees that, at both 300P end 6000K,
Models 3 and 4 give substantially eqivalent results, The smell difference

between the two results at 3000K where the three-body recombinat ion reaction
dominates Is due to the more exact calculation of the three-body concentra-

tion that i3 possible in the more elaborate Model 4. There is no signi-
ficant effect of the atomic nitrogen regeneration provided by onte of the

Type (a) secondary reactions Included in Model 4.

323
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CCONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAT IONS
I. Considering the simplest case of recombination in pure nitrogen,

Ifone finds that the process is controlled by a three-body reaction. Its

rate thus increases with pressure. The rate coefficient is inversely

3proportional to temperature, ;-wever, so that the lifetime of dissociated

nitrogen increases with increasing temperature. As long as one is in-

13 terested In the asymptotic time behavior, it is not necessary to consider

the variation in the third-body concentration with time. In this period

n[N]-, time' 1 ahd is Independent of the initial atomic nitrogen concen-

trat ion.

2. Under typical conditions (STP, 10-percent dissociation) the

asymptotic time period is reached in about 0.1 msec, at which t!me the

£1 atomic nitrogen has decreased by two orders of magnitude from Its Initial

va lue.

[3. The effect of oxygen on the nitrogen recombination depends on

temperature. At 300&K all oxygen reactions are unimportant and the oxygen

serves simply as a third-body for the nitrogen recombination. In this,

case the rearks in (1) and (z) above apply. By 600&K, one oxygen reac-

tion has become sufficiently important to completely replace the three-

body recombination as the most important atomic nitrogen loss mechanism.

The reaction Is[I N +0- -NO. 0

iiThis reaction will dominate the atomic nitrogen loss in the asymptotic

time period t > 0.1 msec and it will result in a much greater loss rate

[1! than would be the case for three-body recombination.

4. Although detailed calculation of the energe.;cs of the ammonia-

ignition process has not been undertaken, it would ,ot appear feasible

to rely completely on nitrogen dissociation for this function, because the
LI7 major part of the recombination will occur before the dissociated nitrogen

reaches an engine cylinder.

IiL 5. This work does suggest, however, that RF dissociation of

pammonia may be of Interest, since it is known that thermal dissociation
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tl[ APPENDIX IV-A
Flt Subroutine PRECOR

[Tte subroutine PRECOR used for somo of the numerical calculations

presented here is particularly well suited for the Eets of coupied non-

linear ordinary different!al equations encountered in this type of .ctuay.

Because of Its general utility, the following discussion of the subroutinei t and a listing of the subroutine is presented here. This material is
abstracted from the memorandum of Rank.
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INTRODUCTION

k Oiurth-order stable predictor-c orrector technique is used to solve

any differential equation of the form

dy = f (x ,~)t

dx

with initial conditions

(X ) =_ -o

THEORY

In order to-simplify what follows, y and f will be taken to be

scalars; the extension to N dimensions is obvious. Harming has devised a

predictor-corrector scheme which is stable and has the advantage that only

two values of f are computed at each step (see Ralston and Wilf,'49and Hamming50 ).

Using the notation yn = y (X) , and xn  + nh , the equations

for Hamming's method are i}
+ 4h (27n  Yn + 2yn2 !

Predict,,r Pl Yn-3 +3 n l' n-2$

Modifier m 1  Pn+' 12 - C)

mn+ f f (Xn+1 , mn+l)

Corrector C8 n -y 3h (n+ I + 2yn - Yn-I') j
q

Finl value yn+ CL + " CP!" +)

! f!
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An estimate of the truncation error is giveoi nyi

C - 121 h yv X n g+I
" n-nI 3n+0I

Note that this method is not self-startlng, for it requires the four

previous values of y and y'. Therefore, in order to start the calcula-

tion, y, . y2  , ad y., must be computAd (yo is given). A fourth-order

Runge-Kufta technique devised by A Ralston5 |is used to compute these

va l ues.

If the truncation error becomes too large, the interval h can be

halved by using the following sixth-o.der ;nterpolation formulas for the

needed values of y.

Yn-3 256 (8 0Yn + 13 5Yn-I + 4 0Yn- 2 + Yn-3)

+ 26 (15Yn + 90Yn-I + 15Yn-2')

256 nlv 5y 1 lOI '~n-3
Y - I5 (12y n +  135Y n- +  108Y n +  Y n )

+ L (-3Y "Yn-I + 27Y 2
1)

If the truncation error becomes smaller than required, the interval

may be doubled if enough of the previous values of y and i' are known.

F AUI RAN PPO(MRAM

FLOW CHART

Figure A-I is a flow chart for PRECOR. A brief description of each sub-

routlne which appears on this chart follows:

STRTUP The first LUre ViUv, uf y ana y needed io Siari the

predictor-corrector scheme are computed by a Runge-Kutta
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technique. If t0-e truncation error is too large, the spacinq

h is halved and the calculation repeated.

DIFF This subroutine is called by ST'RTUP to compute an estimate

of the truncation error after the first three calculbt-ions.

CALC This calculates the next value of y and y', and estimates

the truncation error.

HALF h is halved.

DOUBLE h is doubled.

ADJIST This is essentially a bookkeeping subroutine; it: rearranges I]
the values of' y ard y', to prepare for the next calculation.

The control variable JJ is used for testing to find out if there fl
are enough previous values of y and y stored in memory in order to

double h.

The results of, the integration ar, punched on cards with the fo0Arwina

format: U
X I y' (x)

2 y"(x)

n y n(X)_

The estimate-of the truncation error, SUM, is ive by a weiqhted sum

of the absolute value of the differtnce between the compo",nts of the pre-

dictor and corrector.

I - I'
Pt C

U
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where n the dimension of y

a 3weiqhts
p = the Ith component of the predictcr

Ci  - the ith component of the corrector

j fTwo conditions are provided in PRECOR for return to the mainline

program. The first Is smilIness of the spacing, relative to the input

parameter HIMIN; singular behavior of the solution will usual'ly be the causeii
of this exit. The other exit occurs if the ratio X/X.F becomes greater

than 1, where XF is the final /alue of X' for which the inter'rat'ion is

in to be carried out. if the programnmer desires other criteria fcr exiting,

e.g. when the second counponent of y exceeds 5, these conditions should

H:k be inserted into PRECOR, and the existing test removed,. Note that in

general these changes will affect the arguments of PRECOR, but will not
affect the COMMON statement.

Irrespective of the truncation error, it may be desirable that the

spacing h never exceed a certain value. Thirs value is given by HMAX.

EXPLICIT ARGUMENTS OF PRECOR

[ XO x initaial value of x0'

YO *yo ' initial value of yi0
SMAX IH the estimation of truncation error is greater than SMAX,

I spacing, is 'halVed.

SMIN If the estimat-ibn of truncation error is less than SMIN,
spacing is doubled. The difference between SMAX and SMIN
should be at least one order of magnitude.

HHAX -Maximum value of the spacing allowed

HMIN Minimum value of the spacinq allowed

XF Final value of xLIJ
FUNC Dummy name of r-ubroutine .to compute f(x, y)-; the actual

I~i name used in the argument Of PRECOR in the maini'ire may be
anv.thinn ecept ur, pREr.., 5TRTUIP , CA , HALF,
DOUBLE, or ADJUST. Thi; name must appealr in an EXTERNAL
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statement in the mainline program and must be a subroutine
subprogram; I.e. a CALL statement must be used to call it.
The arguments for this function must be of the form (X, W,
WD, 0l), where

X is a non-dimensioned variable;

W, is a dim.nsioned variable with the same dimension as Y :

WD 1z a dimensioned variable with the same dimension as Y

Cl is a dimensioned variable whose elements may be used as U
parameters in defining F

and

X, W, and WD must be related by

wD (1) = Y (X, w(I))

IMPLICIT ARGUMENTS OF PRECOR
(CALLED THROUGH COMMON)

H h, initial value of the spacing

N Dimension of y and f , 4i.e. number of components

A Weights needed in computing SUM

Cl Parameters required to define V H
OTHER REOU IREMENTS

A COMMON statement of the type appear-ing in PRECOR must appear in the

mainline but not in the subroutine used for calculating F(x, y) . I
The program 6s written restri :ts the maximum dimension of y to

eight,. To remove this restriction, change all eight's in the dimensioning i
information to the dimension of y required. Do not change the seven.'s.

This program mtst be used with the Kingston Fortran 1i compiler. The

restriction is imposed because the IBM 1620 Fortran UI compiler lacks the

EXTEROAL an4 BEAL statewnt..., A 1-ist-.ing of th-c pror-a foltow5_
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statement in the mainline progran and must be a subroutine
subprogram; i.e. a CALL statement must be used to call it.
The arguments 'for this function must be of the form (Xi W,
W6, 6l), where

X is a non-dimensioned variable;

W .is a dim~nsioned variable with the same drinens ion as Y :

WD liz a-dimensioned variable with the same dimension as Y

Cl is a dimensioned variable whose elements may be used as

parameters in defitiing f

and

X, W, and WO must be related by

VD (I) = Y (X, w(i))

IMPLICIT ARGUMENTS OF PRECOR
(CALLED THROUGH COMMON) ii

H 'h, initial value of the spacing

N Dimension of y and f , i.e. number of components

A Weights needed in computing SUM

Cl Parameters required to define f

OTHER REOU IREMENTS

A COMMON statement of the type appearing in PRECOR must appear i,- the

mainline but not in the subroutine used for calculating F(x, -) . B

The program as written restricts the maximLim dimension of y to

eight,,. To remove this restriction, change all eight's in the dimensioning

information to the dimension of y required. Do not change the seven's.

This program mi st be used with the Kingston Fortran II compiler. The

restriction is imposed because the IBM 1620 Fortran !1 compiler lacks the

EXTER 1AL and -REAL s-t-Gtemnts. A list ing of the program follows,.
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PROGRAM LISTING

5UHROUTNL PRECORCXOYOsjMAXSMIN*HMAXHMINXFtFUNC)[ .COMMONX,Y(7v8)-iYD(74i8) ,HND(8),DS(),A(8,,b UMJJCfl 50Y~
DIMENiSION YO(8)

1U0 FORMAT (//7X%.IHX9I2XvIHI.7Xi4HY(I)/)
99.F0RMATE~vb.16d#t 7.8)
98 FORMAT( 1bX9I6#Ll7*U)

PUNCH I00

CALL STRTUP(XO*YO*FUN4C,fM4MX),

DO 4 J-1

PUNCH 99#'XI-v-Y+J+2, 1,
IFIN-1 )4a4, 1

1 DO 2 1=29N

2 PUNCH 98s1,Y(J+29I)

N4 X=X+H
Ii5 (.ALL CALC(FUNW4r IF(SUM-SMAX )796t6

~6 CALL HAL0,AFUNC)

7 1=1
PUNCH 999Xi1.Y(79I)

8DO 9 1=2,N
9 PUNCH 98,I.,Y(79I)
10 IF(X/XF-1.0U 11417917

12 JJ=JJ-I

;IFCSUM-SMIN) 15.15,14
LI14 CALL ADJUST

GO T0D 5
15 IF(2.O*H/HMAX-1.O) 169169141316 CALL DOUBLE

GO TO 5
17 RETURN

U END
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C'TRTUP- U%;LL RUN(,-KUTTA MLTHO) To (.OMP.)TL THE. FLR67 '4 VALULS OF Y
bUUROU7'INL zTR7UP(XOYUQFUNL9MA() ANU F
COMMON X.Y(7,L3) YLI'(7.b) ,H;NUC,()th(8)A8);bUMJJC'4bU)

WLrAL K19K2%K39K4
CALL FUNL(XO.i'O~DeC1) IL
DO I 11*,

Y(391I)=YU( I)

I YD13 sI) YDO (I)
7 X'-XO
DO 6 J=193

K1(1)=YWJ+2sI)*H

X=X+Oe4*H

CALL FUNLCX9WiWU9CI) I
DO 3 11.vN
K2C I)=H*WD( 1)

3 W(I)=W(1)-.10402239*Kl(1)+.1lb875964*K2C1)
X=X+ *O557372bj*H
CALL FVNC(X9W9WDC1)

00 '4 I=I-sN

K3 (1 ) H*WD ( I.
£4 WC1)=W1)-U783771*K()-J*k2O97248*K2(1)+Jo8328648*K3C1)
X=X+9b44e6k7b*H

CALL FUNC(XsW9WDCI) I
00 5 1=IPN
K-* CI ) =H*WU(

5 WCI)=Y(J+291)+vl74760a8*Kl(1)-955148066*KBI1)+1eaO553536*!KJ()+g1?1
118478*K4 (I i
CALL FUNCCXWeWD*CA)

DO 6 11,N',

YW~+3..J )=W( I

CALL U1FF
IF(SUM-SMA() 8,9.9,

9 H=H*Uib I
(,O TO 7

8 WLTURN

END [
C 01FF- COMPUTLS: PRLU9 COP* DIFFLWLNCLS-- AND THL'1R WLIGHTLD 'SUMjJ

SUBROUTINE D1FF
COMMON X.Y(7,8),YUC7,8) ,H.ND(b).DS(8).A(8;.bUMJJqC1 (5O?
CONS! =8.96496J

CONS2=O@37b*H
SUM=OO
00 I 1=19N

IYD(3..)))
1 bUM=SUM4A(1)*Ab!5(UbfI))
RETURN
LNL)
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C CALC- COMPUVTLS NIW VALULbj OF Y AND F(X*Y)
SUBRPOUT INE CALC (FUNC)

L ~ ~COMMON XY17..1),YU(7918) H.NL)C8),DbC 1,A( 3)- .',UMqJJ*Cl ~u)
UIMLNSION M(1),MDCB),P(8),LCB),wU3),wuC8)
PE~AL M9MO

CONS i ll.J333Z3JJ*H
(.0N52= .92bb I YJ
C0Nb3=,l *0-C0Nbd

I Mfi)=P( I)-CO0NS2)S(I)

CALL FUNC(X*MtML).Cl)
DO 2 11.IN
CC1)=O.125*C9.O*Y(6i)-Y4l)+3OH*(M)(I)+*2U*Y(6I)-YO4'I))i

IA 0(1) =P( 1)-LC!)
SUM= SUM+A ( I )*SF (3(i;:

2 W =L C1+L0Nb.:iU~t

ill CALL FUNL(XoWvWUCI)
DO 3 1=19N
Y(7s I)=Vi( )

3 YPC7,I)=OCiU)
RLTURN,
LNL)

C HALF- HALVLS THL SPALING

SUfiROUT INE HALF CVUNC),;
COMMON' X*.X(7 t8) sYD (7,e81.9 FHNLV8) tDS(B) iA () sSUMs JJ 4C I (5U)

CONS I .OO390625
DO I !1.*N

YB=CONSI*(12.U*Y(6,I)+1Jib.OtY(59'1)+1O5.O*Y(4,I)4Y(JI)+H*(JvY)(
16,1 )-54CJ*YL)Cb, I)+27.0*YUC4% II))13 YD(Z )=YD(4, 1)

YI4 i ) ;-Y (5. 9 1
Yi5. )=YA

1 YC'39I)=Ye,

FA=3.O

00 k =,,

W(11
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3 YD(Jq13=WDCIJ
X=X-H

RETURN I
END

C UOUBLL- UOUULL!S THE SPACING
SUtiRUUTINL L)UUULL
COMMON X,Y(7a8) ,YU(7,8),H.N1,U(8),Db(8),A(8),6'UMJJj,U,(50)
,DO 1 1=14N

Y (6, 1)=Y(C7' 1)
Y(4v1 )Y(3tI)

YD(6, I )=YD(7#1I1I
YD(4q I t=YD(3. I)

ib's( i)=D( Ii

X=X+H
RETURN l
LND)

L ADJUST- PLARR*NGL5 Y AND F(X*Y) ARRAYS TO PREPARE FUR NLxT PA4!>
SU13ROLTIN, AD)JUST
COMMON X*Y17*6)#YD179)fjHNU(8)*S(8),A(H),e6L?io.JJ,LI(5U(

0 S( 1 1=19N I

DO 1 J=JJt6
YD(J. I )=Y0.J+IqfU

RETURN I
£ND
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This study 13 to determine the feastbility of obtaining
hydrogen for Improving combustion of ammonia In Internal combustion
engines.

Imp~ortant recorrjfoo react'ons and their rete constants
were obt~~ned from the litorature, and the combined rate equations

4 solved numerically with a digitals computer.

Steady-sta~te concentratlons of hydrogen and hydrazine were
t found wit'h Initial, disassociation front 1% to 10% and temperatures

from 00 to 1000C.

Yields were found to be too low for practical use In an

ammronia engine.

K~eywords: Engine, internal combustion

I Ammonia
Fuels, Internal combustion
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L STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DAVIDSON LABORATORY
CASTLE POINT STATION
-HOEOKEN, NE W JERSEY

AM10NIA DISSOCIATION BY RADIO-FREQUENCY EN-ERGY

I INTRODUCTION

Background

Within the framework of a program to determine the suitability of

armonia as an enginQ fuel, CAE conducted, along with other work, spark-

ignition engine tests in which a thermal dissociato; produces free

[j hydrogen. Stevens Institute has investigated the use of high-energy

spark discharge, and radio-frequency ionization of the nitrogen in

the intake air, as means of increasing ignition energy.

Experience with the thermal dlssociator has shown that operation is

Isatisfactory when sufficient hydrogen is generated. But during starting

and czrtain transient conditions the hydrogen produced is insufficitnt

for optration. Also, there is evidence of limitations on catalyst
l ifet ime.

[ Therefore, a look at m.ans other than therinal, for the dissociation

of ammonia, -is in order. The primary concern of this work is to

determine whether an RF dissociator can substitute for or operate in

conjunction with the current thermal unit, to alleviate present shortcomings.

ICharacter of Work
Although in the final analysis the merits of this scheme mst r.est

upon an experimental demorstration, analytical studies at the first stage

will be useful in establishing the feasibility of the approacti, and

helpful in defining the general nature of any expirimental work to be

undertaken.

IThe purpose of this work is to establish. analytically; the fe adt.-

bility ef ammonia dissociation by the use of RF or other energy and to

estimate the size and power requirements of a suitable device.

I
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In recent years, radio-frequency discharges have been used as ion 8
sources in plasma physics, as high-temperature torches for the welding of

refractory materials, and as detectors of ionizing radiations.

The oscillatory field may be produced in the g. s by electrodes to

which the high-frequency potential is applied, or by induction from a

coil carrying an oscillatory currentl or the gas could be contained in a

wave guide or resonant cavity.

The mechanism of radio-frequenCy dissociation operates, in general,

in the following way. Initially, a small amount of the vas is ionized,

producing free electrons; these electrons are accelerated by the oscilla-

ting electromagnetic field and collide with the molecules of the gas; the

energy of collision, .f sufficient, will cause dissociation of the molecules

of the gas; and the dissociated products will then seek to recombine, the

eventual state of the gas being dependent on the kinds of recombination

reactions possible, on the relative probebilities of the recombinations,

and on the stability of the recombinatiorn products.

The amount of dissociation is dependent on the RF power available,

the efficiency with which the RF is coupled into the gas, and the above

recombination considerations. The coupling :fficiency depends on among

other things, the frequer-,/ of the RF iourae. If the electrons are

accelerated to their ma,.mu vel-*city in about one mean free path, their

colM-ional energy will be highest. Unfortunately, at atmospheric pressure,

th43 corresponds to an 1nossibly high frequency.

The primary objective of this study is to establish the yield of
free hydrogen in the mixture, as a function of the temperature and the

density of the reactants. From the system of recombination reactions that 1

can occur, sets of coupled ordinary non-llnear differential equations are

constructed; these govern the time and teirneraturu dependence of the con-

centrations f the v,;rlaouz hoiiceia sperias. Tne equations wfll then be

solved by the use of a high-speed digital computer, to determine what

2
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environmental and initial conditions must be satisfied if an adequate

concentration of hydrogen is to be maintained in the amonia-air mixture.

In addition to hydrogen, hydrazine (N2H4 ) evolves. Although not

of primary interest, the hydrazine concentration will also be examined,

to determine whether or not the effects of this component are significant.

t
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PROCEDURE

The work of this project was divided into the five major phases

listed below: g
(1) Assemhle data on the reaction kinetics and rate coefficients

of the armonia system. The literature search on these Ii
kinetics was performed by Dr. Frank Jones.

(2) Set up mathematical models of the reaction, system, based on U

the rate equations obtained in phase (1) above.

(3) Solve the sets of equations on a high-speed digital computer,

using sibroutine PRECOR.
2

(4) Interpret the results as they apply to the physical problem. Li

(5) Perform a check on the accuracy with which the mathematical

analysis describes the physical system

!I,

-LI

'LIJ

t U
• U
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[2 RESULTS

Reaction Mechanism

Th. c3llision between mmonia molecules and elecLrons accelerated

in an electric field produces excited ammonia molecules whizh may

_2 ultimately decompose when the excitation energy is sufficiently high.

Anderson et al3 have shown that the energy required for dissociation in

L an RF discharge is very ciose to tie N-H bond energy in 0'JH3 (4.5 eV),

implying that the primary products and H and NH2 radicals in their ground

states4 thus

NH ..... WI2 + H (0)
32

' Other decomposition modes such as IIH 3 --- INH + 1! require higher energies

and can therefore occur only to an insignificant _-xtent. Reaction (0)

is also the sole .-ode of decomposition in the photochenistry of a;monia
0 4,5

for light of wavelengths above 1500 A.

12 The primary decomposition products, H and 11h, may interreact in

three different ways"

H + H + M.. H2 +1 (1)

H + PH 2 + I .--- IN3 +14 (2)

NH 2 + NH2 + M ---- N2 14 + (3)

where M is any third body.

Reaction (1) is exothermic by an amount equal to the H-H bond energy, so

the H12 molecules thus formed have a high probability'of splitting up

again unless the energy can be dissipated to other molecules in the system.

The rate of reaction (1) therefore depends not only on the concentration

ISimilar arguments hold for reactions (2) and (3); however, in these two
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cases the rosective products NH 3 and K 2H 4 are complex enough to L
allow for storage of some of the released energy, In other bonds within

the mclecule - hence the molecule can exist for a finite length of ti",

before decomposing . The rates of these reactions should depend on

total pressure only at law pressures and should roach a limiting value

as the pressure is increased. Both reactions (2) and (3) are therefore

independent of total gas pressure at pressures above 200-400 m Hg. For J
I atm. the rates are given in Table la.

6

If a third body is not present when two WH'radicals collide, the

reaction below m.y occur,7 with a rate constant
8 k 0.46 x 109 14ole sec-1

9 3a(cf. =2.5 x 10.). L1

NH2 + NH2 --. NH3 + NH (3a)

However, the reaction of NH with NH3 to form hydrazine is fast,9 so that

the net result is stoichiometrically equivalent to reaction (3). 1

NH + NH3 ----- N2H4

The teMperature dependence of reaction-rate constants generally obeys

the Arrhenfus equation k = A e Ea RT, where k is the rate constant at

obsolute temperature T, Ea is the Arrhenius activation energy, and A is

a terperature-independent pre-exponential factor. Reactions between free

radicals are always found to have very low or zero activation energies, --

and the-refore the rate constants for reactions (1), (2-) and (3) are In-

dependent of temperature.

H and MH 2 radicals undergo many col.tisic.,s with aamnoia mol;cules

at 1 atm. Tho reaction of NH2 with ammonia,

NH2 + NH3 ----- NH3 + NHi2

is thermoneutral ant, can be disregarded since it does ot lead to chemicsl i
chanqe. The reaction of H with ranfnia ha been the subjer t f gre-t

6
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deal of discussion; it is

H + 14H H + NH (4)

10 11
Dixon and Taylor and Jungers found no evidence for reaction (4) over

the temperature range 25 --260°C and placed a lower limit on the

activation energy of Eat 8.5 k-cal/mole. But Jones in the radiation

chamistry1 and Takamuk<u and Back in the mercury-sensitizd phot6o1ysis
1>

explained increased yif1ds at temperatures up to 3500C an the basis of

reaction (4). Using H atoms generated in a high-frequencv discharge in

H2, Volpi 14 estimated an activation energy of 10 - 15 k-cal/mole and
pre-exponential factor of between 1012 and 101 cc/role sec; Oganesyan|5

determined an activation energy of 13.7 k-cal/mole but did not measure

the pre-exponential factor. Probably the best determinations were made

by Farkas and Melvile 16 for the 02-NH3  exchange reaction (Ea= 1111
13 /, k-cal/aole and A = 2 x 10 cc/mole-sec). In contrast to these values,

very low activation energies of :-2 k-cal/mole have often been erroneously

assigned to reactlon (4), but these values must refer to the over-all

process of hydrogen-formation in ammonia and not to reaction (4).

SH 2 + NH2 - - - - - H + NH3  (4 a)

I, reaction,(4) is important, then (4a), the reverse reaction, must

also be considered. The equilibrium constant .or the exchange of the

hydrogen atom between H2 and NH, as measured for example with the

deuterium isotope 02 + Hi3 .- '. HO " NH 2D, has been determined to be

K = 3.0, independent of temperature 1 Since K = K4K4 the rate constant

for (4a) is Ka k

SecondarvReactions

Hydrazine formed in (3) and (3a) may be destroyed by H and NH2

radicals;

rala(
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H + N2 H4 -- -- - H2 + N 2 t3  (5)

NH 2 + N2H4 --- H3 + N2 H3  (6) Ii
The rate constant for (5) has been measured by Volp, 1 4 but it has not II

yet been possible to measure the rate constant for (6), although it is

expected :h, k6 o k5. However, the results Indicate that (6) can be Ij
neglected in pure 4nmonia, because of the rapid disappearance of NH2

radicals by reaction (3).

The unstable N 2H3 radica. formed in (5) or (6) may be further

degraded by reaction sequence (A) 12

H+N 2H2 3 -.. H2 + N2H 2

H + N2 H ----- H2 + N2

2& 2
H + N 2 H "-0. H 2 + N 2

although Sequence B has also been suggested,14 with k 3.0 x 109

Mole I sec 1  so that

NH + NH... N + 2NH
2 3 2 3 2 3

Sequence B must 4tself be the net result of a series of steps for which

k B is the rate constant for the slowest reaction." In either case,

reaction (5) is the rate-determin~ig step whether N2H3 decomposes by

A or B. and K5 much greater than KA or KB; but the rate of H2 production

by the sequence (5)-(A) will be four times that for the sequence (5)-(B).

Kinetic Rate Equations

The reaction mechanism discussed above is summarized in Table 1, 1
and the appropriate rate constants are compiled in Table la. The i

appropriati differential-rate equations were formulated and are presented

in Tab

J.
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These coupled differential equ:jaons, with initial conditions

specifying the level of first dissociation products, were then solved

on a Univac 1105 computer with subroutine PRECOR.

I An assumption inherent if, the method is that the dissociation

reactloa is sepazated from the recombination reactions-that is, no effort

L has been made .o examine the effects of simultaneous dissociation and

~ecombination. It is felt that this assumption is of nr.gligible consequence.

At first glance, the reaction mechanisms would lead one to believe

'hat the Model A system would yield a considerably greater quantity of

hydrogen then Model B. Actual computation, however, shows that the

difference :n hydrogen yield between the systems is insignificant.

Since the reactions are temperature dependent, solutions were ob-

tained at 0°, 200, 500, and 1O0 C (320 , 680, 1220 and 212°F).

It was not feasible to solve for initial dissociation concentration
in terms of the final products, and it was therefore necessary to assume

a Fet of initial conditions such that the range of the resulting steady-

L state hydrogen concentration spanned the region of interest.

Steady-state concentration of H2 , N2H4  and UH is presented in
4 3

terms of grami-oles per liter in Table 3, mole (volume) percent in Table

4, and weight percent in Table 5. The column labeled H is expla;ned in

the section entitled "Discussion".

Figure 1 shows typical concentration vs. time behr ior on a linear

scale. This is shown for reference only, since the crowding on the left

of the di&g-am does not permit accurate observation of differences in

behavior.

A morn' useful presentation is a log-log plot of concentration

against time, at in Figures 2 through 13.

9
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PRECISION

In order to correlate the analytical study with The ar ual physical LJ

phenom.'na, and to ensure that the mechanism selected is in fact the one

followei by the reaction in this temperature-density domain, the initial Li
conditions and temperatures employed in an experimental study U of

eamonia dissociation b-, rad~ation were inserted in the computer program.

At temperatures of 230 and 3000C, with initial concentrations of

H and N of 3 x 0- ,percent Jones obtairiei 1.0 and 1.9 x 106 gram
2,

moles per liter of N2H4  respectively, and an increase in hydrogen con-

centration by a factor of 3.7.

Analytically, at those same points, we obtained 0.65 and 0.86 x 
106

gram moles per liter of N and an increase in H2  by 3.79.

10

.1
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L References to Tables 3 through 5 show that hydrazine (N2H)
2

production is quite significant. In fact, the reaction efficiencv with

respect to hydrogen lies in the vicinity of 1o0f., and about 16% for

hydrazine.

Since no conclusive data on the effect in engine operation of a

mixture of ammonia, hydrogen. and hydrazine is available, it is not

possible to Make very strong direct statnments regarding such a mixture.

(. The steady-state concentrations calculated in Tables 3 through 5

are based on a homogeneous gas-phase mechanism. Heterogeneous and surface-

catalyzed reactions nave not been consdiered. Although H2  is a stable

product and is not expected to be influenced by metal surfaces. 12H4  is

L known to be readily decomposed by metals even at low temperatures. The

thermo- dynamically favored mode for hydrazine decomposition on a surfdce
I' [ is

S 3NH ------- H, + 4MH3

U [:but this stoichiometry is achieved only in aqueous solutions or on quartz

sLrfaces at hig', temperatures. On metal surfaces, H12 is usually pro-

duced in uddition to N2 and NMI3. There is no agreement on the stoichi-

om.etry of the metal-catalyzed decomposition in the gas phase, and results

on the same surface are often found to vary with the number of times the

experiment has been carried out. 20 The maxirum I{2 yield from the de-

j composition of hydrazine corresponds to

N2H4 ------ N2 + 2H2
I

and the H2 yields in column 5 of Table 5 were calculated on this basis.

A straightforward calculation proceeding from the 4.5 eV firut

dissociation energy of ammonia yields the Information that 3.21 kilowatts

are necessary to dissociate on pound per hour of anronia.
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Assumfng a brake specific ammonia consumption of 0.75 lb/Bhp hr, a

40-hp engine would consume 30 lb/hr. If 10°/1 dissociation were sufficient,

(H2 = 0.56% by weight) then we would require I2
33 NH3 ... 30 NH3 + 3 NH3

3 lhr. , 3.21 Kw H/# = 9.65 Kw ii
coupled to the gas.

22Cobine and Wilbur of G.E. Research constructed an RF torch and,

found efficiencies in coupling to polyatomic gases of 70%, nearly all K
the energy going into dissociation.

Thus, an over-all efficiency ef 55% should not be difficult to ii
re.lize.

The power requirement of 17.6 Kw leads to the untenable result that

approximately 50% of the total engine output is required to generate the

hydrogen.

As for physical size, the I Kw torch of Cobin and Wilbut had an

rf generator 8 5/8 inc:hen in diameter and a wave-guide-coupler 20-inches

long.

1I
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LONCLUSLONS RE COi4iJrL.OAT INS

Due to the vry small yield, thic scheme would not be practical as

the sole source of hydrogen for an engine. It Is possible that this scheme

I may find use as a atarting and warm-up aid, but the complexity of a source

of high frequency is discouraging.

' Therefore, it is recommended that this approach be abandonned.

1

11
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TABLE I

System of Chefical Rteactions Which Govern the Recombination Li

1. H+ H+ H M----H2 + M

2. H + NH2 + -- NH, + M

3, NH+NH2M-INH+ ; H+NH3 M- -.. N2H4

HNH --- H2 +H 2

4a. H2 + NH2 --- H + NH3
3. H 4 -- -H + NH NH +-NH H

23 22 23 23 32 4

H+ N2H2 ..... H2 + N2H

H + NH H2 + N 2

AA

!I

16-______

7--- --- --- -~_ - _ _
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TABLE la

I. Rate, Contants of tjhe Re tion. n Table 1
[ L i3. 2. x 109 mole 2 sec "1  (room temperature) (Ea = 0)

2. 12. ti. x 109  mole1 secf1 (room temperature limit) (Ea = O)
+. 9 -1(a=

3. 2.5 ".2 X 10 moleI sec (room tPmperature limit) (Es

-13a. 0.46 x 100 moleI sec

4. 2 x 10I0 e"IO '7 k -ceI/RT  molei sec-1

[4a. I k
1~1 5. ).5 x 10 8 e"-2 .0 k-cal/RT mo e-1

8 -2.0 k-cal/RT -
A. 3.5 " 10 e mole sec

9 sec-8. 3.0 10 mole sec

I.

I

J ____________ _________ __ __
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TABLE 3

Concentrtion In Gtra-Mol/Liter

Cond I tion -H22

0. 00 1% 4.15 x i o-2 3.8 x 105 7.2 x 105

5% 4.237 x 10-2 2.25 x 10-4  3.75 x 1o 4

L 10% 4.014 x 102 3.85 x 10 4  6.99 x I0

[ 200 1% 4.118 x 1,02 4.0 x Io"5  6.8 x 10"5

5% 3.952 x 102 2:.0 x 10 4  3.4 x 10-

1 10% 3.744 x 102  4.1 x l0 6.6 - 10'

500 1% 3.732 x 10-2 3.80 x 10"5  6.7 x 10"5

5% 3.581 x I0"2 2.0 x 10-4  3.1 x I0"4

1 10% 3.393 X 1o"2  3.95 x 104  6.0 x 104

1000 1% 3.237 X 10-2 4.0 x 10-5  7.5 x 10"5

- 5% 3.106 x 10-2 1.7 x 10-4  2.8 x 10-4

10% 2.943 x I0"2 3.78 x 10-4  5.4 x i0-4

"19-V
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if TABLE 4
Conn:t! on In LoI= Percent

Condfition H2 N2H4

00 1% 0.085 0.161

5% 0.505 0.84

10% 0.865 1.56

200 1% 0.096 0.163
5% 0.48 0.82

10% 0,98 1.58

500 1% 0.101 0.18

5% 0.53 0.82 i
10% 1.05 1.59

1000 1% 0.122 0.23,

5% 0.52 0.86

10% 1.15 1 .65

-201

-20- Li
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TABLE 5

Wei ht In Percent Relative to Ammoniai

Condition X H2  xN 2 H4 N

I 0°  1% 0.0101 0.306

5% 0.0625 1.66

10% 0.,13 3.27 0.52

t 20°  1% 0.0115 0.31

5% 0,059-5 1.62

10% .129 3.31 0.54

50o 1% 0 ,2 0.337

5% 0.055 1.625

10% 0.137 3.32 0.554

oop 1% 0.0145 0.436

L 5% 0.0645 1.695

10% 0.152 3.45 0.584

NOTE: % wt x x 100
IwtH

I3
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